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iv Introduction  

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the only study guide for AFL2602: Understanding African 
management practices as reflected in African languages literature and texts.

This module is set on NQF level 6 for 12 credits in the field of Communication 
studies and language in the sub-field of Language.

It is useful to those of you who need to understand and communicate with people 
of different cultures. Through the aspects you will be studying in the three units, 
you will come to understand what African people, especially in the traditional 
society, adore and value and what sustains their lives, language and culture. In 
addition, you will also learn what they have experienced and observed in their 
environment and the accumulated wealth of information and age-old wisdom of 
the traditional people. Unit 1 presents the basis of the structure and management 
practices of African society in terms of traditional aspects of language and 
wisdom. Unit 2 dwells on social hierarchies and management practices in 
the traditional society. You will learn about the most powerful people in the 
traditional African societies and their roles. The final unit presents how land 
was appreciated and managed in the traditional society. To whet your appetite 
for the chapter, a Kenyan villager explicated, if someone steals your ox, he will 
kill it; it will disappear forever and you will forget, but if someone steals your 
land; the rivers; the trees and the small hills will always be there, they are a 
painful memory and hence, you will never forget.

In unit 2 and 3, African languages literature and texts are used to illustrate 
African management practices and to instill an appreciation of how societal 
values are expressed.

After completing this module, you should be able to appreciate how African- 
languages literature and texts reflect the people and practices of African society. 
You should also be able to appreciate how the language used in literature provides 
readers with information on management practices and how to communicate 
between different South African cultures in work and social contexts. It should 
enable you to solve problems according to information found in examples of 
African languages literature. In general, this module will enable you to cope 
with diversity management in different situations.

In this module we don’t want to see discourse in the psycholinguistic view as a 
dynamic process of expression and comprehension governing the performance of 
people during linguistic interaction, we don’t want to bind it to the sociolinguistic 
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view in which the purpose or function of the discourse is emphasised. We rather 
relate to it in a broader sense by studying the relationship between discourse 
events and socio-political and cultural factors.

The focus is, therefore, not on the discourse itself but on what the discourse 
portrays.

We chose literature as the type of discourse we want to work with. In the different 
study units we focus on literature and probe into the different genres of literature 
in an attempt to understand African management practices in terms of leadership 
hierarchies and heritage, land and space, and sustainability.

There are no prescribed works for this module. Literary texts from the African 
language of your choice should be used and studied. You should feel free to read 
and use the sources provided in the guide. It is also recommended that you use 
the internet to acquire background knowledge about the tutorial matter.

The myUnisa website is of fundamental value for this module. You need to visit 
the site for AFL2602 frequently to participate in discussions that may arise and 
to get the necessary feedback from the lecturers on topics such as assignments, 
discussion classes and the examination. All study material can also be accessed 
and printed through the site. All tutorial matter will, however, be send to you 
by hard copy. Some study material will also be available on MyUnisa website.

A variety of assessment methods are implemented in this module: self assessment 
in the form of many activities within the text, tutor-marked assignments and 
an examination. Please see Tutorial Letter 101 for details of tutor-marked 
assignments. Most of the activities are followed by discussions which might 
not provide absolute answers, because we expect you to do personal research 
and reflection. Feedback on assignments will be provided in the form of tutorial 
letters.

We wish you success on your journey!
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Study unit 1
Sustainability of African Languages and Cultures

1.1 Introduction

In this study unit we consider how literature in its many different forms can 
help to preserve language especially when it is influenced by other languages 
and cultures in our globalised society. The focus is on traditional oral literature, 
because it is the main tool of sustainability that obtains in all languages.

Have you ever thought of your language dying out? Will your culture still 
exist? How would your people impart knowledge about their moral values 
to the next generation? Every community and society strives, consciously or 
unconsciously, to sustain its management practices. Over a period of time, 
communities have protected, preserved and sustained what they held in high 
esteem in their languages and cultures. However, it happens that some languages 
and cultural practices fall out of use and are replaced by other languages and 
cultural practices. When this happens, communities speaking these languages 
often lose a great deal of their cultural identity. Although language loss may 
be voluntary or involuntary it always involves pressure of some kind; and it is 
often felt as a loss of social identity or as a symbol of defeat. Given the fact that 
culture is dynamic and that we are living in a global village, it is a fallacy to 
expect to keep each culture pure and separate. No culture remains uninfluenced 
by a foreign or a neighbouring one. Nevertheless, the significance of traits and 
objects that define a culture are often acknowledged and protected. Therefore, 
there are practices and traits in a culture that are aimed at sustaining the specific 
culture and, hence, the autonomy of people.

People throughout the world have sustained their unique worldviews and 
associated knowledge systems for millennia even while undergoing major 
social upheavals as a result of transformative forces beyond their control. Many 
of the core values, beliefs and practices associated with those worldviews have 
survived and are beginning to be recognised as having an adaptive integrity that 
is as valid for today’s generations as it was for past generations. The depth of 
indigenous knowledge rooted in the long inhabitation of a particular place offers 
lessons that can benefit everyone, from educator to scientist as we search for a 
more satisfying and sustainable way to live on this planet.
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The term “sustainability” applies to almost every facet of life. It has to do with 
maintenance and preservation of systems or species. Consider the concept 
“sustainability” and ask yourself what sustains you. What makes life worth 
living? What gives meaning and purpose and value to who you are and what you 
do? What do you need not only to survive but to thrive? When you start thinking 
about sustainability in this way, you start adding things to your list beyond just 
clean air and water. You start adding family, community, and democracy. You 
start including diversity, equity, and social justice. You list jobs and healthcare 
and education; and you even wax poetic and include love, beauty, art and music, 
history, heritage and, yes, even poetry itself. In this unit we will look at attempts 
to protect and preserve languages and cultures.

At its core, sustainability is about humans who interact with and influence our 
broader environments. When people ask us, “What does culture have to do with 
sustainability?” we answer, “How can culture be separated from sustainability?” 
Don’t we need to consider how we make decisions about our collective futures, 
and the ethical and moral implications of those decisions? How do we express 
our humanity and inspire one another?

We have chosen literature as the type of discourse we will be working with in 
this module, because literature allows us access to the wisdom of those who 
have come before us who have learned the hard lessons of life; and have written 
down their observations so that we might learn and gain wisdom without having 
to make the same mistakes they have made. Literature represents and explores 
the way in which the world is viewed and experienced by people in that society 
or social group: it tells us a great deal about how the world is understood 
intellectually, symbolically and emotionally by the society to which the artist 
belongs. Because of its imaginative and technical richness and its expressive 
power, literature is a very effective way of understanding a culture of a particular 
time, or of a particular class, social or ethnic group. Thus, literature can let us 
understand how diverse times, cultures and classes are and how similar they 
are. Without understanding the range of human experience in its continuities 
and possibilities, we will live in a world in which we cannot make meaningful 
distinctions.

Indigenous languages of South Africa boast of a rich variety of writings in all 
genres ranging from the earliest works to present-day literary works which 
include prose, drama, poetry and folklore. Classical works that compare to, inter 
alia, Shakespearean works produced in indigenous languages of South Africa 
including those by renowned writers such as OK Matsepe (Sesotho sa Leboa), 
BW Vilakazi (isiZulu), SEK Mqhayi (isiXhosa) and TN Maumela (Tshivenda). 
You are at liberty to explore any of these writings as you go through your module. 
In this unit we will look at how literature written in the indigenous languages 
of South Africa reflects on the sustainability of African languages and cultures 
with special emphasis on folklore.

1.2 Folklore

Folklore refers to a body of cultural practices and beliefs shared by a particular 
community and passed on mainly by word of mouth from one generation to 
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the next. Folklore is also known as orature, oral tradition or oral literature. It 
includes tales, songs, poems, drama, dancing, riddles, proverbs and sayings. It 
is also a set of practices through which these expressive traditions are shared. 
Societies often rely on the experiences of their older generation as foundation 
or guidance for what is new. Although the basic format is the same for each, 
folktales, proverbs and riddles vary depending on dialectal differences, idiolect 
(of the story teller) and changing times. Folktales, proverbs and riddles, as forms 
of didactic prose, will be used here to illustrate how indigenous communities of 
South Africa passed on practices and traits that aimed at sustaining their culture. 
They advice, warn, reprimand and encourage positive thinking and behaviour. 
Embedded in those practices and traits are moral values such as humanness, 
respect, hospitality and care.

1.2.1  Folktales

“Folktales” is a general term that refers to a variety of traditional stories that 
include myths, legends and fables. The origin of these stories is often not known, 
but they are passed down from one generation to the next. They often undergo 
some alterations with time; depending on the teller’s style, but the intended 
theme stays. Folktales are a historical collective property; therefore, no person 
can claim authorship or copyright. They cover a wide range of themes which 
include trustworthiness, cooperation, kindness, honesty, helpfulness and caution 
against greed, jealousy, hatred and cruelty.

The narrator is an adult, usually a grandmother, and the audience children – her 
grandchildren. Moral lessons are being learnt from home. A lot is imparted with 
just one tale; and children grow up to be aware of the difference between good 
and bad. They would also learn about where they come from, what their clans 
and societies are about; what needs to be avoided and what needs to be held on 
to in order to keep their identity.

Read the following example of a Northern Sotho (Sesotho sa Leboa) folktale, 
(an English translation is provided):

Matubule, ngwana’ mma

E be e le nonwane!

Keleketla!

Kgalekgale go kile gwa ba le monna yo mongwe a na le mosadi le bana ba 
babedi. Bana ba e be e le mošemane le ngwanenyana. Mmago bana o ile a 
hlokofala gomme tatago bana ba a nyala mosadi yo mongwe. Mosadi yo 
mofsa yo o be a hloile ngwana yo wa mošemane kudu ka ge a be a le bohlale 
kudu. Mosadi o ile a dira gore monna yo le yena a hloye ngwana wa gagwe 
wa mošemane. Monna yo le mosadi yo mofsa ba rera go bolaya mošemane 
yo. Ba be ba loga maanomabe a bona pele ga ngwana wa ngwanenyana 
ba nagana gore ka ge e sa le yo monnyane ga a kwešiše se ba se bolelago. 
Ngwanenyana yo o be a ekwa ka moka tše ba di bolegago ka kgaetšedi 
’agwe. Ka mehla mošemane yo o be a eya madišong. Ka letšatši le lengwe 
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monna yo le mosadi wa gagwe ba rera go tšhelela mošemane yoo mpholo ka 
dijong. Ge mošemane a boa madišong kgaetšedi ’agwe o be a mo hlakanetša 
gomme a thoma go opela:

“Matubule, ngwana’ mma

O se ka bo ja bjouwe

Bo na le more bjouwe

Makorere kore kore

Makorere kore kore”

Mošemane a kwa košana ya kgaetšedi’agwe a se je dijo tšeo. Gosasa ge 
mošemane a eya madišong monna le mosadi ba šala ba loga maano a 
mangwe a go mmolaya. Ba kwana ka la gore ba epe molete ka moraleng mo 
a tlwaetšego go dula gona. Ba o epa ba re mogongwe ge a boa madišong o 
tla dula fao molete o lego gona. Manthapama ge a fetša go hlwaela dikgomo 
kgaetšedi’agwe a opela :

“Matubule, ngwana’ mma

O se ka dula mouwe

Go na le more mouwe

Makorere kore kore

Makorere kore kore”

Mošemane a kwa košana ya kgaetšedi’agwe gomme ge a tsena ka moraleng 
a se dule fao molete o lego gona.

Monna le mosadi ba re:

“Na bjale re tla dira bjang?”

Ba loga leano le lengwe. Ba ile ba dira ntlwana lesorong la lešaka la dikgomo. 
Monna yo a botša mosadi wa gagwe gore o tla lalela mošemane ka gare 
ga ntlwana yeo ge a tlo hlwaela dikgomo. Mošemane ge a boa madišong 
ngwanabo a opela:

“Matubule, ngwana’ mma

O se ka tsena mouwe

Go na le more mouwe

Makorere kore kore

Makorere kore kore”

Mošemane a kwa koša ya ngwanabo a tšea thoka a re:
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“Molepe wa papa, molebe!”

Monna a napile a tšwa ka ntlong yeo a tšhaba gore mošemane o tlo mmolaya 
ka thoka yeo.

Mpho! sa mosela ’a nkota!

(Matubule, my mother’s child: Long long ago there was a man who had 
a wife and two children. The children were a boy and a girl. The children’s 
mother died and their father married another woman. The new wife hated 
the boy because he was very clever. She made the man hate his son too. The 
man and his new wife planned to kill the boy. They plotted in the presence 
of the girl thinking that she was too young to understand what they were 
saying. The girl heard all that they said about her brother. Every day the boy 
went out to herd livestock. One day the man and his wife planned to put 
poison into the boy’s food. When the boy returned from livestockherding 
his sister met him and began to sing:

“Matubule, my mother’s child

Don’t eat that one

That one has medicine (that is, it is poisoned)

Makorere kore kore

Makorere kore kore”

The boy heeded his sister’s song and he did not eat the food. The following 
day when the boy went cattleherding, the man and the woman remained 
at home, making another plan to kill him. They concurred that they would 
dig a hole in the kitchen where the boy usually sat. They dug it hoping that 
when he returned from cattleherding he would sit where the hole was. In 
the evening, after driving the cattle into the kraal his sister sang:

“Matubule, my mother’s child

Don’t sit there,

There is medicine there,

Makorere kore kore

Makorere kore kore”

The boy heeded his sister’s song and when he got into the kitchen, he did 
not sit where the hole was.

The man and the woman wondered: “What shall we do?”

They made another plan and built a little house at the gate of the cattle kraal. 
The man told his wife that he would lie there in ambush, waiting for the 
boy when he brought the cattle into the kraal. When the boy returned from 
cattleherding his sibling sang,
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“Matubule, my mother’s child

Don’t enter there

There is medicine there

Makorere kore kore

Makorere kore kore”

The boy heeded his sister’s song, took a knobkerrie and said,

“My father’s little house, I am aiming at you!”

The man ran out of the house afraid that the boy would kill him with the 
knobkerrie.

The end of the tale!

(Van Schalkwyk 2005)

 ● Identify the moral lesson(s) from this tale.
 ● If you think there is more than one lesson to learn from this tale, what do 

you think is the main moral of the story?

As the listeners / readers, we have generally been made aware that good overcomes 
evil. Among the lessons that could be drawn from this tale are the problems 
encountered by children after losing a parent; lack of backbone (in this case, the 
father allowing himself to be manipulated instead of supporting the vulnerable); 
jealousy; manipulating people against their families; the importance of siblings 
sticking together and paying attention / listening to those who love you.

Remember that it was mentioned earlier that folktales could be adapted to suit 
the time we live in. The following is a Zulu example of such folktales followed 
by an English translation:

Izikweletu ezingazange zikhokhelwe

Kwesukasukela!

Cosu!

Kwakukhona izilwane ezintathu, imbongolo inja nembuzi. Lezi zilwane 
zathatha uhambo ngezinyawo. Zahamba zahamba, kwathi sezisendleleni 
zakhathale. Kwase kuqhamuka imoto, zayimisa zacela ukugibela. Umnikazi 
wemoto wabuza ukuthi zinayo yini imali yokumkhokhela, izilwane zathi 
yebo zinayo, ngoba zikhathele futhi liselide nebanga ezazisazolihamba.

Umnikazi wemoto wathi zingagibela. Yahamba-ke imoto, yaze yayofika 
lapho zazizokwehla khona. Zathi uma zehla, imbongolo yakhokha imali yayo 
eyayibizwe umshayeli wemoto, yasuka yahamba. Wajabula umnikazi wemoto 
ngesenzo sembongolo. Inja nayo yakhokha imali yayo kodwa kwatholakala 
ukuthi imali yayo ihlangene, umnikazi wemoto wathi kuzomele ilinde ukuze 
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ithole ushintshi wayo. Imbuzi yona yabasathe mpumpu, lutho imali. Yabona 
ukuthi akukho okuzoyisiza, yathi galo yephuka, yayongena ehlathini.

Isenzo sembuzi samthukuthelisa umshayeli wemoto. Umshayeli wemoto 
washaya wachitha engasayinikanga inja ushintshi wayo. Isenzo somshayela 
sashiya inja ithukuthele nayo ngoba ingasawutholanga ushintshi wayo. 
Yabona kufanele ukuthi igijimise imoto hleze umshayeli eme, ithole ushintshi 
wayo. Yagijima inja, yagijima yaze yakhathala. Ukusuka ngalolo suku, ithi 
ingamoto imoto inja, ithathele ngemuva kwayo ngethemba lokuthi izowthola 
ushintshi wayo.

Nayo imbuzi futhi ithi ingabona imoto, ithi ngaze ngavelelwa. Ibaleka 
ngesikhulu isivinini. Kanti izimbongolo zona, aziyigqize qakala imoto, 
ngisho ingaqhamuka indiza, ziyazimele nje zinganyakazi nakunyakazi ngoba 
zazi ukuthi zasikhokhela sonke isikweletu.

Cosu, cosu, iyaphela.

(Money owed – Long ago three animals, a donkey, a dog and a goat took a 
trip by foot. After walking a very long distance they felt tired. A car came 
by and the animals asked for a lift. The owner of the car asked if the animals 
had money to pay for the trip. The animals responded with a big ‘yes’ being 
very tired and thinking of the distance they still had to cover. The animals 
were then given a lift to their destination. Then the animals got out of the 
car. The donkey paid his due in full. The dog paid but had to wait for his 
change. The goat searched for money, but could not find any. Seeing that 
there was no money to pay for his trip, the goat decided to run for his life. 
Feeling very annoyed by what the goat had done, the owner of the car drove 
off at a very high speed. This angered the dog, because he was still waiting 
for his change. The dog decided to chase after the car. From that day, dogs 
always chase after cars with the hope that they will get their change. It is 
the opposite with goats; on seeing a car, they always take flight afraid that 
the owner of the car will ask them for his money. Because donkeys feel that 
they do not owe the owner of the car anything, they remain put when a car 
approaches and will not move away from the road.

Although this tale has been modernised by including things such as money 
and cars, the theme would still be applicable in a traditional setting. A different 
version of this story could have been told to pass on the moral of trustworthiness.

The story contrasts trustworthiness with untrustworthy behaviour and the damage 
it has caused to the relationship of the characters. Trustworthiness is a value held 
at high esteem in African communities. In order to protect, preserve and pass on 
this value to the next generation, many stories are told around it. They are also 
used to instil a desire in people to be worthy of trust; they make people understand 
actions that build or undermine trust. These stories instil an appreciation of how 
essential meaningful personal relationships are as well as enduring and rewarding 
friendships. Like the donkey in the story, if you do not owe anyone anything, 
you have no reason to panic. On the contrary, if you have been untrustworthy 
or unfaithful, your conscience will always trouble you.
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From the foregoing discussion, we have seen that the telling of stories imparted 
valuable moral lessons to future generations. Through folktales African 
communities have ensured that their existence and identity – their languages 
and cultures – are sustained.

1.2.2  Proverbs

Proverbs are generally defined as short and pithy expressions of truism and 
they are used in many cultures of the world. They are born of observation of 
phenomena and experience in people’s environment. They are commonly known 
in a group and are passed on from generation to generation.

African proverbs are highly effective in exercising social control. Because 
they express the morals or ethics of the group, they are convenient standards 
for appraising behaviour in terms of the approved norms. Because they 
are pungently wittily and sententiously stated, they are ideally suited for 
commenting on the behaviour of others. They are used to express social 
approval and disapproval; praise for those who conform to accepted social 
conventions and criticism or ridicule of those who deviate; warning, defiance 
or derision of a rival or enemy and advice, counsel or warning to a friend 
when either contemplated action which may lead to social friction, open 
hostilities or direct punishment by society. ( Bascom 1965:295).

Like folktales, African proverbs were orally transmitted to the following 
generations. They are used to enlighten generation after generation about the 
principles of living a decent, worthy and productive life in society. They also 
remind people of the values that a linguistic and cultural group holds dear. They 
teach values such as love, respect, diligence, honesty and good citizenship. 
Although they are also meant for educating children, proverbs, with their 
metaphorical nature, are more abstract and more suitable for older children 
and adults.

African people in the olden days observed the behaviour of things in their 
environment. It, therefore, makes sense why the way of life of other living 
organisms is metaphorically used in advices and teachings in the form of proverbs. 
This is one of the many ways African societies used to sustain their existence 
and their way of life. Many of these proverbs also have a direct bearing on the 
material culture of the people and their social environment. They touch on all the 
aspects of people’s life. Among these we find proverbs relating to family life, the 
raising of children, acceptable behaviour in family relations, pride, gratefulness 
and ungratefulness, inhumanity, friendliness, hatred and luck.

Because of their strong views on acceptable behaviour in family situations, 
African people have many proverbs dealing with domestic life like marriage, 
harmonious life in families and good parenting. The Zulu proverb Induku 
kayiwakhi umuzi, with a Northern Sotho equivalent Thupa ga e age motse (lit. 
A stick does not build a home/family) sends out a clear message that women 
abuse is not acceptable. Such proverbs help to create attitudes that support the 
tendency towards communication, harmony, conformity and reconciliation in 
the midst of conflict and hardship in family situations.
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The Zulu proverb Umendo kawuthunyelwa gundane (No mouse is sent when one 
is to marry) gives a young woman, who is about to be married, the courage to 
proceed, even if she does know what is lying ahead with the hope that she will 
find married life a happy one. Trouble which may be in store for her cannot be 
predicted. Not even a mouse could have been sent out to check how bearable 
her life would be before she takes the plunge. If it were possible, many tragedies 
would have been averted.

Proverbs about heredity also feature in African culture. The Zulu proverbs: 
Ukhamba lufuza imbiza (The small pot is like the big one), Inkovu iphuma 
ethangeni (The pumpkin water comes from the pumpkin) and Ikhikhizela lihluma 
esiqwini (The young plant grows from the parent stem), which are similar, are 
illustrative of those that suggest that often a child shows characteristics of either 
one or both parents.

We also find proverbs which deal with upbringing. The Zulu proverb Akunyathi 
yahlulwa yithole (No buffalo was ever beaten by its calf) illustrates that just as 
the old buffalo will manage its young, so will human beings. A parent will always 
find a way to manage a child. Old people are usually more experienced than 
their children and, thus, have an advantage over them. The Zulu proverb Akukho 
silima sindlebende kwabo (No fool is long-eared at home) is an encouragement 
to children born with disabilities. It informs society that not all children in a 
family are alike. Children born with disabilities are not less liked by their parents 
because nature has not been kind to them. All children have a place in the hearts 
of their parents.

Proverbs also tend to be uplifting and inspiring. One such example is the Zulu 
proverb Indlovu kayisindwa ngumboko wayo, Nothern Sotho: Tlou ga e šitwe 
ke mmogo wa yona (An elephant never finds its trunk too heavy). Like an 
elephant, which possesses a long trunk but carries it with ease so is a parent; 
never inconvenienced by bringing up and taking care of his or her children. We 
will expect you to find other proverbs in the language of your choice that deal 
with the family and family issues.

Proverbs also share the practical wisdom of African people with the world. Let’s 
take the Zulu proverb Inja iyawaqeda amanzi ngolimi (A dog will finish a bowl of 
water licking it little by little). Th is proverb teaches the practical wisdom relating 
to perseverance and persistence.

Northern Sotho: Nonyana phakuphaku e bea lee le tee. (lit. A hasty bird only lays 
one egg; meaning: success comes from focussing on your work, and not from 
running around trying to do everything.)

African communities use numerous proverbs to inculcate a virtuous spirit in 
younger generations. Th rough proverbs African people teach, for example, 
honesty, good moral nature, hospitality, respectfulness, courage, forgiveness, 
and kindness.Th e following are examples:

Northern Sotho: Alela moeng gobane motlalekgomo ga a tsebje (lit. Prepare a 
sleeping place for/welcome a guest for it is never known who will bring cattle 
loosely, an equivalent to: one good turn deserves another) is used to encourage 
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hospitality. Isisu somhambi asingakanani, singangenso yenyoni (Th e stomach of a 
stranger is as small as the bird’s kidney). African people know that strangers are 
passers-by who are satisfied with whatever little is given to them. Th is proverb 
also commends the kind treatment of strangers. Zulu: Ukupha ukuziphakela and 
Northern Sotho: Go fa ke go fega (Giving is dishing out for oneself), encourages 
reciprocity of kindness or generosity.

Off ering or sharing food characterises an African way of life. Let’s have a look 
at the following proverbs:

Northern Sotho: Bana ba motho ba ngwathelana hlogwana ya tšie (lit. Siblings 
share a locust’s head; meaning: Fellow human beings share, no matter how small 
it is that they have).

Northern Sotho: Dijo ke tšhila ya meno (lit. food is dirt on ones teeth; implying 
that it is not worth denying anyone or hording food because one of its uses is 
to make one’s teeth dirty). This one is for disapproval, criticism and ridicule 
directed at inhospitality, misery and general unkindness.

Proverbs also provide warning against the dangers of pride, ingratitude, obstinacy, 
lack of humaneness, lack of good moral nature, dishonesty, cunningness and 
unfaithfulness. The following Northern Sotho example serves as a warning 
against the dangers of pride:

Se bone go akalala ga bonong go wa fase ke ga bona (lit. Never be impressed 
by how high up the vulture goes, it easily comes down;  loosely, an equivalent 
of: pride comes before a fall).

Izandla ziyagezana / Seatla se hlapiša se sengwe – (lit. Hands wash one another; 
 loosely, an equivalent of: one good turn deserves another). This proverb shows 
interdependence. There has always been mutual help in African communities.

Proverbs were also used for guidance in traditional management systems as 
illustrated by the following Northern Sotho and Zulu proverbs:

Northern Sotho: Šako la hloka thobela ke mojano – (without proper leadership, 
providing law and order, there is chaos).

Northern Sotho: Kgorong lentšu la monna ga le šalwe morago – (court cases 
must be judged impartially; that is, ‘play the ball, not the man’).

Zulu: Inkhand’ elixegaxegayo lofulel’ babafazi – (the weak head will be used 
by the women for thatching).

Zulu: Ukusuza komnumzane kuzitshwa ngumfokazana – (the breaking of wind 
by the headman should not be noticed by the commoner).

Through the knowledge gained from these traits or virtues of character, the 
African child would be committed to doing the right thing. However, there will 
still be those who will deviate and do the contrary. These are examples of how 
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language is sustained, because authentic words and phrases are taught over and 
above the moral lessons.

African people and cattle have been together long enough for cattle to form an 
integral part of their culture. Cattle are also a very precious commodity, which 
is held in high esteem and ownership is associated with wealth and status. For 
instance, in Zulu culture a person who possesses a large herd of cattle is accorded 
with a senior position when matters pertaining to the community are dealt with. 
He is called umnumzane, an equivalent of the term “Sir” in English and whatever 
he says is always considered by those with whom he decides the fate of the tribe, 
whereas a person who has no cattle is called umuntukazana, a member of the 
lower rank and what he says is oft en not taken seriously.

A large number of proverbs in African languages are about cattle. Almost all 
languages of the Bantu family have special vocabulary describing cattle in terms 
of sex, age, colour and horn-shape. Favourite oxen have praise names and are 
trained to respond to whistle commands. As you might be aware, cattle played 
and are still playing, a very significant role in an African cultural life. For instance, 
in marriage cattle are used for lobola/magadi (cf. guide for AFL1501 study 
unit 3), it is slaughtered and specific parts of the meat have a specific cultural 
significance, including the rightful person(s) to eat or receive them – cooked 
or uncooked. One example is that malome (maternal uncle) is dubbed malome 
majadihlogo because the head of a slaughtered beast – from a relevant sister’s 
family – belongs to him. The religious roles include slaughtering and using 
various parts such as blood, bones and hide for specific religious purposes; 
thus being used as intermediary between people and the spirit world.

Because of the high regard African people have for cattle, it is not surprising that 
cattle have also found their way into the proverb lore of the African people. Of 
all the domestic animals, it is cattle that have given rise to most proverbs. Th e 
following are a few Zulu proverbs in which cattle feature:

Inkomo ingazala umuntu (A cow may beget a human being); to point to something 
that can never happen in life.

(Inkomo) Ikhoth’ eyikhothayo (It licks the one which licks it). People, like cattle, 
are sensitive to acts of kindness and cruelty and will reciprocate the good that 
they receive.

(Inkomo) Kayihlabi ngakumisa (It does not fight according to the shape of its 
horns). Horns of cattle are shaped diff erently. Some animals look like champion 
fighters and others look as though they are altogether unable to defend themselves. 
Th e beast that looks like a champion fighter may, in fact, be defeated by an 
unimpressive looking one, showing that appearances are deceptive.

Inkomo enomlomo kayinamasi (A cow with a big mouth has no milk); meaning: 
empty vessels make the most noise.

Kazi yozala nkomoni (One wonders what sex it will give birth to). Although 
things are done diff erently these days, and you may know beforehand what the 
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sex of the unborn baby would be, it was diff erent in the past. Th is proverb is an 
expression of doubt or uncertainty as to the outcome of a certain thing or situation.

Also have a look at the following Northern Sotho proverbs on cattle. Only meaning 
equivalents are provided and not literal translations:

Kgomo go tsošwa ye e itsošago/ itekago (God helps those who help themselves).

Kgomo e swarwa ka kgole motho o swarwa ka leleme (trip up someone with 
his own words).

Kgomo ga e latswe namane e šele (blood is thicker than water).

Kgomo ka magamong e tsebja ke modiši (a workman knows best how to work 
with his tools).

Kgomo ka mogobe e wetšwa ke namane (parents often land themselves in 
difficulties for their children).

Kgomo e rekwa serope, nku e rekwa mosela (men usually admire a stout woman).

Dikgomo tša kwa modula di a tloga (after having obtained what one wanted 
one may proceed).

The significance of cattle as a symbol for sustaining African languages and 
culture can also be seen in how cattle terminology exhibits linguistic uniqueness. 
Different communities have different ways of describing or naming their cattle, 
drawing from the rich linguistic repertoire of their languages. One such example 
is that of the use of the diminutive suffix -ana or prefix na- in Northern Sotho, 
which have many semantic roles. When these affixes are used with colour terms 
they indicate feminine gender in cattle. The examples in the following table 
illustrate this:

Masculine Feminine
nala nalana/ nanalana (brown or red spotted on 

belly)
thomo thongwana (black & white)
khulong/ khunong/ khunou khulwana/ khunwana/ nakhulong (red)
ntsho swana/ naswana (black)
phaswa phaswana/ naphaswana (black with white 

spots)

(ntsho – swana may metaphorically be used for people, and the feminine 
carries a positive connotation, that is, it brings out the speaker’s liking of 
the person talked about).

Metaphor works by identifying things that are perceived as similar and suggests 
an identicalness between them so that the one is like the other. This strategy 
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was also used in Zulu culture for naming cattle as illustrated by the following: a 
cream beast, spotted lightly with rust, is known as amaqandakacilo (the eggs of 
the lark); a black beast with a white head is known as inkwazi (the fish eagle); 
a black or red beast with white on the back and face is known as iqhwagi (a 
locust) and idube (zebra) describes a red beast with black stripes dividing the 
body, or a grey beast divided by a white stripe, while a sandy-coloured beast is 
called inkomo eyizihlabathi (a beast that is like sea sand). (If you are interested 
in the naming of Nguni cattle see M Poland (2003) – The Abundant Herds).

According to Poland (2003), the wellbeing of the herds and men have been so 
closely connected that cattle have become a part of the spiritual and aesthetic 
lives of the people. African communities, more often than not, sustained this 
connectedness in poetic and complex naming practices. The fine and subtle 
nuance of the African language captures the delicate interrelationship between 
cattle terminology and the natural world where the colour and pattern of a hide 
or the shape of a pair of horns, is metaphorically linked to images in nature.

Activity

In the above discussion we have seen how affixes and metaphors are used in Northern 
Sotho and Zulu respectively to identify cattle. Read more literary works in your main 
language to see how the importance of cattle reflects in the language and have become 
part and parcel thereof. Describe other ways that are employed in your main language

1.2.3  Riddles

Among the things African communities held in high regard are riddles, called 
dithai or dinyepo in Northern Sotho; iziphicaphicwano in Zulu. Dithai /
iziphicaphicwano have been preserved and protected as games played for a variety 
of roles and passed on by word of mouth to subsequent generations. Although 
riddles are a form of entertainment, they largely function to stimulate and sharpen 
the intellect of young members of a community, sustaining their independent 
thoughts and helping them to become innovators who know their surroundings 
well and are able to solve problems. Since riddles are based on critical observation 
of the environment in which the communities find themselves, a wide range of 
knowledge is acquired from observation of the physical environment, human 
behaviour, how society is organised and operates and how animals and other 
living organisms behave. Riddles are also used as seeds that refine the cultural 
norms and values of a particular society. They also improve the ability of 
young members of a community to interact with other people in a sociable and 
harmonious manner, thereby promoting unity and group cohesion.

Activity

Many games which were played by preliterate African communities, including asking 
riddles, seem to have disappeared with the advent of modern technology such as 
television and computers. In your opinion which of the modern games can be equalled 
to riddling in accomplishing the social roles played by riddles.
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Riddling usually takes place during the evening, when daily chores have been completed. 
They usually pave the way for storytelling. The time devoted to riddles is often shorter 
than that used for telling stories. Restrictions, that folktales may not be told during 
daytime, also apply indirectly to riddles. Daytime was allocated for chores and other 
forms of physical activity, thus balancing physical and mental fitness.

Young children learn riddling from their older siblings with whom they play. Adults do 
also take part in riddling mainly by helping children in their responses to riddles that 
are perceived as difficult or quiz masters. A game of riddling becomes more interesting 
if the two teams that are involved in riddling comprise a bigger group. Groups take 
turns in asking the riddle question and providing the answer. When the competing side 
fails to find the answer to the riddle they are required to ‘buy’ the game; that is, they 
accept defeat in the round and concede that the game should continue and that they 
should be asked another question.

Riddling is introduced by using different phrases in the different languages. In Zulu, 
the person who poses the question introduces the riddle by saying, Ngiyakuphica, in 
Northern Sotho he/she starts riddling by saying Thai. The introductory part is then 
followed by the riddle which is normally in the form of a simple statement which requires 
a simple answer. The contents of a riddle provide clues towards finding the answer. The 
search for answers challenges children to think abstractly, broadly and deeply while the 
figurative language used gives children the opportunity to learn figurative language and 
the meaning of these riddles. Complex riddles which require more than one simple 
answer are usually posed to older and more mature participants.

A wide array of knowledge acquired through riddling includes knowledge of human 
physiology, certain plants and trees, behavioural patterns of certain animals, mathematical 
concepts, colour terms, language skills and life in general.

Examples:

Northern Sotho

Thai! Kgomo yešo e wetše ka bodibeng ka šala ke swere mosela. (lit. my family’s 
cow or bull fell into a well and I could only grab the tail).

Ke: lefehlo (churning stick).

Thai! ’kgomo tšešo di šitwa ke go namela thaba. (lit. my family’s cattle cannot 
climb the mountain).

Ke: ditsebe (ears)

Thai! Khulong yešo e ageleditšwe ka lešaka le lešweu. (lit. my family’s red ox 
is kept in a white kraal).

Ke: leleme. (tongue)

Thai! Pholo yešo Sebaretlane, ke re boa, e a gana. (lit. my family’s ox, Sebaretlane 
– Swartland – refuses when I call it back).

Ke: muši. (smoke)
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Thai! Legokolodi le leso – (lit. black millipede).

Ke: setimela. (train)

Thai! Ka tsena meetseng ke nonne ka boa ke otile. (lit. I went into the water fat 
and came back thin).

Ke: sesepe (bar of soap)

Further examples can be found in several Northern Sotho folklore publications 
such as Dipheko tša bagologolo, but a lot more are still only available orally.

Zulu

Ngikuphica ngemizi yami emibili eyakhiwe ngapha nangapha kwentaba (My 
two houses build on each side of a mountain).

Answer: Izindlebe (ears)

Ngikuphica ngenkomo yami ebomvu ehlala esibayeni esimhlophe (My red cow 
is staying in a white kraal).

Answer: Ulimi (tongue)

Ngikuphica ngendlu yami eluhlaza, ebomvu phakathi ehlala izinkomo ezimnyama 
(My green house which is red inside and houses black cattle).

Answer: Indlu yikhabe elibomvu ngaphakathi linezinhlamvu ezimnyama (The 
house is a watermelon, which is red inside and has black pips).

Ngikuphica ngomuntu wami obalekelana nelanga (My person runs away on 
seeing the sun).

Answer: Iqhwa (snow).

Ngikuphica ngabantu bami abahlanu, abaya ehlathini. Uma befika ehlathini 
kungena ababili kuthi abathathu basale ngaphandle kwehlathi (Five people go 
to the forest, on arriving only two enter and the rest remain at the periphery).

Answer: Iminwe uma ikhipha okuthile ezinweleni (fingers, when removing 
something from the head)

All riddles deal with language skills. Children are taught how to form meaningful 
sentences in simple language as well as in poetic language when posing riddle 
questions. Children are also introduced to a variety of vocabulary items. Riddles 
also have the potential of introducing new onomatopoeic words in a language. 
Onomatopoeia provides the means for the expression of shades of meaning 
which words like nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs alone cannot convey. 
Analytic skills are also exercised due to the fact that the description given in a 
riddle is often obscure.
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Riddles are didactically very effective. Although they were traditionally used 
for entertainment in the evenings, they were highly effective in making children 
more aware and observant of their environment, developing their problem-
solving skills and generally sharpening their intellect. One person would give 
a description (often obscure) of something and others would exercise their 
intellectual skills to guess the answer.

In addition to the functions of riddles already mentioned, riddling also served as 
an effective management practice that contained children and kept them occupied 
in the evenings. As such, there were no occurrences of children roaming the 
streets in the evenings in traditional communities

1.3 Conclusion

Folklore has been protected and preserved all through the indigenous cultures of 
South Africa. Generations have been ensuring that what they regarded as priceless 
in folklore is transmitted to their children. They knew that the valuable lessons 
rooted in folklore would disappear if not passed on to future generations. They 
knew that folklore underpinned the stability of cultures. This is what we have 
been exploring in this study unit, focussing mainly on genres used by preliterate 
societies to sustain their languages and culture. The literate generations have 
recorded some of these though the effectiveness of the written form may not 
be the same as when they were told in family settings. Although folklore as a 
genre is faced with stiff competition in the modern world, the basic principles 
still apply.

Traditional African people used the genre of literature to sustain their cultures 
so that future generations could have a heritage to be proud of. In the next unit 
we are going to discuss African heritage, as well as leadership hierarchies.
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Study unit 2
Leadership Hierarchies and Heritage

2.1 Introduction

In the preceding unit we have discussed the topic of maintaining and preserving 
language and culture. In this unit you will learn more about the cultural background 
of African societies regarding leadership hierarchies through African literatures. 
The knowledge acquired in this unit will enable you to understand the practice 
and pragmatics of leadership roles and leadership problems in traditional African 
societies.

Think about how leadership is practised in the society in which you live. Compare 
the leadership in your society with that of other societies. In your investigation 
you might have noticed that leadership hierarchies differ from one society to 
another. This is due to the fact that each society has its own culture which shapes 
its general pattern of life. Differences in culture affect the general pattern of life 
in the societies, because societies interpret life differently. Different lifestyles, 
accompanied by different social, economic, political and religious problems 
and strategies used to solve these problems are created as a result. Africans 
are characterised by a rich and complex culture which brings about complex 
management practices regarding leadership hierarchies.

At the lowest level of the hierarchical positions of the African is the family. 
A number of families form a village; a number of villages form a tribe; and a 
number of tribes form a nation. Each level of the hierarchical order has a ruler 
whose function is to manage and maintain order. The management of the levels 
mentioned above is usually accompanied by social, political, economic and 
religious problems that need special strategies to be dealt with.

What is the situation in your society? Is your tribe characterised by villages and 
families? Who manages the family, the village, the tribe and the nation in your 
area? The African family is under the management of the head of the family who 
is usually a man. The African village is ruled by the village headman, whereas 
the tribe is managed by the chief and the nation by the king.

In their literary works, indigenous African literature writers comment on the 
problems mentioned above and sometimes come up with solutions. It is, therefore, 
important to know the cultural background of the societies regarding leadership 
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hierarchies if you want to understand the life of the particular society and arrive 
at a correct interpretation of its literary works. For example, a reader will be in 
a position to understand the actions of the characters and the conflict building 
towards the achievement of themes if he or she is acquainted with the cultural 
background of that society. The knowledge about the cultural background of a 
society will further equip managers with the necessary skills to solve management 
disputes on the different levels of leadership hierarchies mentioned above.

The discussion in this unit will focus mainly on management practices as 
performed by the head of the family, headman, chief and king in the family, 
village and tribe respectively. Examples from literary works will be cited, and 
you as students are expected to identify similar examples from literary works 
(modern literature and oral literature) and texts in the indigenous African language 
of your choice.

2.2 The family

A family is a group of people united by the ties of marriage, – husband, wife and 
children. This unit is the most important aspect of human society. The essence 
of the family is the parent-child relationship. A family, in the simplest terms, 
is the union of a man and a woman along with their offspring, usually living in 
a private and separate dwelling (McHenry 1990:673). However, a family unit 
may vary from society to society. An African family consists of the man (head 
of the family), wife or wives, children and sometimes the extended family. The 
extended family could consist of children who got married, their spouses and 
offspring. An African family could be called a compound family, because it 
consists of the head of a family, his spouses, children and other extended family 
members. Is the head of your family male or female? Why do you say so?

Generally, the African family is under the authority of a senior male who is the 
husband and father in the house or homestead. He has a number of wives who 
live in the surrounding huts. He provides for the wives and children. In an African 
culture the family is patriarchal, that is, male-dominated. However, women 
(senior wife and husband’s sister) have a major role to play in the management 
of the family. The husband’s eldest sister is referred to as makhadzi (aunt) in 
Tshivenda. Because of the introduction of western civilisation, we presently have 
a number of African families that are under the authority of a woman.

2.2.1 The head of the family

The head of the family has a role to play in the management of the family. 
He provides for the spouses and children, gives them security and manages 
ritual performances. He is also responsible for making decisions regarding the 
management of the family in many matters among which is the choice of spouses 
for his daughters and sons. He may choose careers on behalf of his children. 
Identify other responsibilities of the head of family. Read the following passage 
in Tshivenda. An English translation of the passage follows. As you read the 
passage, consider the following:

 ● Who do you consider as the head of family in the passage above?
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 ● Why do you say so?

 ● How do you describe the relationship between the head and other members 
of the family?

Kha ḽi tshe nga matshelo, hu tshee nga matshelonitsheloni. Elelwani u kha 
ḓi tou bva u vhuya tshisimani he a bubela hone. Nga nṱhani ha makole e 
anzwe-anzwe nga ngei vhubvaḓuvha khathihi na lumuya lune lwa khou 
fheṱe-fheṱe, u rothola hu tou ṋaṋa matsheloni aya. Ḓuvha ḽi u benyuluwi ḽa 
dovha ḽa tibedzwa. Vhabebi vha Elelwani vha tshiṱangani muliloni.

“Arali no no rula tshikumbu ni ḓe ngeno tshiṱangani”, ndi khotsi awe vha 
no ralo khae.

O no rula tshikumbu, u a dzhena tshiṱangani. O no ḓi dzula fhasi na u losha 
o no losha.

“Vhonani-ha Elelwani,” ndi khotsi awe, “ngauri ndi kale riṋe ro vha 
kumedza inwi, mulovha fhano, ndi hone vhone vhaṋe vhamusanda vha tshi 
mmbudza zwauri vha khou ḓilugisela u ḓa u ni vhinga. U ṱuwa ṋamusi a 
hu nga fheli maḓuvha mangana vha songo swika.”

“Zwino vha mmbudza uri nṋe ndi ite hani?”

“Uri ni dzule no ḓilugisa.”

Nṋa huufha ndo ḓi vha vhudza na kale zwauri thi vha funi havho Vho-
Ratshihule vhane vha khou nkombetshedza khavho. Tho ngo vhuya nda vha 
dzumbela na izwo kaleni. Ariḓi-ha, yenei thundu ya vhathu ine vha khou ḽa 
vha ḽe vha tshi i ḓivha.”

“Inwi arali ni ṅwana wanga ni ḓo ya. Ndi hone ndo amba zwenezwo.”

“Kani ni khou hangwa zwauri avha ndi khotsi aṋu vhe vha tou ni beba,” ndi 
mme awe-vho nga fhaḽa thungo, “Arali ni tshi zwi ḓivha zwauri ni ṅwana 
wavho ni ḓo ya.”

Maipfi aya mbilu ya Elelwani ho ngo i ita zwiṱukuṱuku. Tshifhaṱuwo tsho no 
shanduka. Nga mbiti, ha tsha kona na u amba tshithu, miḽtodzi yo tsenga 
maṱoni. Vhabebi zwino vha thoma u vuwa tshoṱhe:

“Arali no no fhulufhedzisana na muṅwe muthu waṋu wa thungo, ni ḓo 
shone-ha, “ ndi khotsi awe.

“Ndi thumbudzi hoyu ṅwana vhone! Nṋe ndo no zwi pfa-vho lini, zwa muthu 
a tshi ṋewa munna nga vhabebi a hana,” ndi mme-vho.

“Na tshetee, khezwino ndo rano, “ ndi khotsi, “kha ḓo litsha u ya ha Vho-
Ratshihule a ṱahele onoyo mutuka ane a vha nae mbiluni, ndi ḓo mbo ḓi 
ya nda mu runga nga pfumo. Tshavhungwe! Thi vhuswi nga ṅwana we nda 
tou beba.”

Vha khou ḓi semana vha tshi ralo, a mbo ḓi takuwa a bvela nnḓa ha tshiṱanga 
a thoma u ḓishumela mishumo yawe. Nga u vhona o no bvela nnḓa vha kona 
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u fhumula. Zwa ṋamusi zwi nga zwo mu vhaisa u fhira zwa kale. Na zwine a 
khou ita zwone a zwi ḓivhalekani. Hu si kale-kale uri ndi fare khali a ṱadzie, 
iḽa khali ya mbo ḓi afhuwa. Mbilu i ṱoḓa u nga i a dzika, musi a tshi humbula 
maano ane a ḓo vhudzwa nga Vele matshelo (Maumela 1976:10–11).

(It is the following day, very early in the morning. Elelwani has just returned 
from the spring she visited earlier in the morning. Due to the cloudy conditions 
in the east, accompanied by the wind blowing gently, it is much colder this 
morning. The sun comes out of the clouds and is covered again. Elelwani’s 
parents are sitting around the fire in the kitchen hut).

“Please come to the kitchen hut after taking down the calabash”, says her 
father.

After taking down the calabash, she enters the kitchen hut. She sits down 
and greets her parents.

“See here, Elelwani,” says her father, “because we gave you to him a long 
time ago, the king was here yesterday, and he told me he is preparing to 
come and fetch you. In a few days he will be coming back for you.”

“So, what do you expect me to do?”

“That you must be ready”

“I told you a long time ago that I do not love this Ratshihule on whom 
you are forcing me. I never conceded to it from the beginning. As for the 
marriage proceeds, you are squandering, be careful.”

“If you are my daughter you will go to the king’s royal village. This is my 
final word.”

“Are you forgetting that this is your father who begot you”, says her mother, 
“he has the right to give you a husband? If you know that you are his daughter 
you will go to the King’s royal village”.

As these words got to Elelwani’s heart her face changed. In a fit of temper 
she could not say anything; tears were oozing from her eyes. Now her 
parents become hard on her:

“If you have already made a promise to another person of your choice, you 
will be ashamed,” says her father.

“This child is an adulterer! I have never heard of a person who refuses a 
man given by the parents,” her mother says.

“Keep quiet, here I am,” says her father, “let her refuse to go to Ratshihule’s 
royal village, and elope with a young man who is in her mind, I will go and 
pierce her with a spear. I cannot be controlled by a child whom I begot.”

When they were busy cursing, she stood up and went outside the kitchen hut 
and began to carry out her duties. When they realised that she went out, they 
stopped cursing. Today’s cursing was the worst she had ever experienced 
in the past. There was no progress in what she was doing. The pot she was 
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carrying to put on the fire fell and broke into pieces. She felt satisfied as 
she was thinking of the plan Vele was going to tell her about the following 
morning.

After reading the above passage you will notice that Elelwani’s father is the head 
of the family who takes decisions on behalf of his daughter. His authority is even 
recognised by Elelwani’s mother who supports him throughout. According to 
Elelwani’s parents the father has the right to give his daughter a husband, and 
this is not supposed to be refuted. From the dialogue, you learn that a child is 
considered as a person who cannot take decisions on his or her own. Elelwani is 
forced to get married to King Ratshihule, an old man, even if she is in love with 
Vele, a young man of her age. In African culture, a woman is there to support her 
husband for any decision he takes. Hence, Elelwani’s mother supports her father.

What is the relationship between the head of the family and other members of 
the family in your language? Do boys and girls protest against decisions imposed 
on them by their parents? Do you agree with Elelwani’s father’s actions?

Children are not entitled to have a final say regarding the choice of husbands 
and wives in some African families. The head of the family’s word is final in 
this regard. Children are oppressed with regard to taking decisions affecting 
their lives. Literary works such as Elelwani by TN Maumela, Adziambei by ES 
Madima , Vhavenḓa Vho-Matshivha by TN Maumela, Tsha ri vhone by MER 
Mathivha (Tshivenda); Inhlitiyo Ngumtsakatsi by ET Mthembu (Siswati); Hi ya 
kwihi? By MJ Maluleke (Xitsonga) reflect on this type of relationship between 
parents and their children. (Cite literary works from other indigenous languages 
that depict this type of oppression). In Elelwani, a young girl, Elelwani, is given 
a husband whom she does not love. She protests against the decision. In Sesotho 
sa Leboa there is a proverb which states: “Namakgapeletšwa e phuma pitša” 
(The meat that is forced in breaks the pot), which is used to deprecate coercion. 
The protest leads to conflict between the father and the daughter. In Vhavenḓa 
Vho-Matshivha, the son is forced to get married to a woman of his father’s 
choice. Like in Elelwani, this action creates conflict between the father and the 
son because he wants to get married to a woman of his choice. Hi ya kwihi? is a 
political novel set in the backdrop of the apartheid era of the Republic of South 
Africa. The story deals with the theme of racism and tribalism and its effect on 
leadership hierarchies and heritage. It is mainly about the life and leadership 
style of King Makolo and the way in which he manages the forced removal of 
his tribe from the fertile lands of Mudyaxihi to the remote and semi-desert area 
of Vurilamhisi in the province that is known as Limpopo today. In this book 
you find the element of oppression of children by their parents. The King’s 
heir is a political activist whose freedom of choice is suppressed as his ideas 
are in conflict with his father’s beliefs. The king’s daughter defies his wish by 
refusing to get married to a man of his choice and opts for marriage outside her 
tribal boundaries.

The head of the family should provide for his wives and children. Each wife 
should be provided with her own hut and a field. He must also ensure that all 
children are clothed, attends modern school, attends initiation school, and so 
forth. In some other instances the head of the family’s provision to his children 
becomes the source of the conflict. As the provider, if his decision is not carried 
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out, punishment is meted out to the children. Conflict emanates under such 
circumstances. In Tshivenda, this type of conflict is reflected in Musandiwa na 
khotsi Vho-Ḽiwalaga by TN Maumela. Ḽiwalaga buys clothes for his daughters, 
including Musandiwa, and pays school fees for their education. As a result, his 
daughters must abide by all his decisions. He gives Musandiwa a husband, whom 
she does not love. Besides that she does not love this man, she is not interested 
in marriage as she prefers to further her education. She refuses to marry the man 
chosen on her behalf. Her father beats her and evicts her from his homestead. 
Do you have examples of this type of conflict in the literary works of your 
language? Identify and read them to see how this type of relationship between 
heads of families and their children is depicted.

Sometimes the authority of the head of family is abusive to the children as shown 
above. How is the authority of the head of family towards the wife portrayed in 
your language? Is it abusive to children? As indicated above, women are there 
to support their husbands in whatever decision they take. Identify literary works 
in your language that reflect the abuse of children and spouses by the head of 
the family.

2.2.2  The woman

It is generally accepted that African societies formally restrict the access of 
women to a leadership role. However, it has been realised that women exercise 
great power in societies that restrict their access to a leadership role. They 
influence their husbands, brothers and children in important matters that have 
an effect on the management of the families, tribes and nations. What is the 
situation in your culture?

2.2.2.1    The wife

As indicated above, the head of a family may have a number of spouses under 
his authority. Managing a family of this nature is always difficult because 
polygamous marriages are always characterised by disputes. The head of the 
family cannot manage such a homestead alone without the assistance of one of 
the spouses. It is the duty of a senior wife to assist her husband in managing the 
family. Among the many functions a senior wife can perform when it comes 
to managing the family, are that of co-ordinating the co-wives and choosing 
junior wives for her husband. Very frequently a man marries a second wife at 
the request of his first wife, as this will increase her own status and lessen her 
responsibilities (Mönnig 1967:217).

When reading the passage below you will realise that both Malilele and Laṱani 
feel pity for Mukumela, Laṱani’s friend. As you are reading, think about why 
they feel pity for her? Malilele does not only feel pity for Mukumela, but has 
also fallen in love with her, but why is he not able to tell her that he loves her?

“Vha vhona a si khomboni khulu na, uyu ṅwana, Vho-Laṱani? Zwino o 
vhuya u tshee muṱuku.”
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“A tshi vhona vha mirole yawe vho dzula zwavhuḓi mahadzi avho, a tshi 
ndo ḓifanyisa navho, a nga kundwa u pfa mbilu yawe i tshi swa-shu!” Ndi 
Vho-Laṱani.

“I nga kundwa hani u vhavha? Ni ri u ḓo ri wo dzula vhuhadzi zwifhio, 
hune wa ḓo dzula u tshi penyiselwa mbaḓo Na nṋe ndi pfa ndi tshi mu pfela 
vhuṱungu hoyu ṱhama yaṋu.”

“Ndi tshi tou vha vhudza-vho zwi re hafha ngomu mbiluni yanga, nṋe arali 
ndo vha ndi munna ndi na thundu yanga, ndo vha ndi tshi mu mala zwanga. 
Muthu-ḓe nandi. Mudzia u sa vha na vhunwa, a dovha a vha mushumi a 
re na biko.

“Nṋe ndi khou tama arali vhone vha tshi nga mu dzhia zwavho a vha 
muhadzinga wanga. Ngoho ndo vha ndi tshi ḓo tou dzula zwavhuḓi nae 
hafhano muḓini. Vho vha vha tshi ḓo zwi vhona na vhone.”

Huno avha mufumakadzi ha vha hu uri vho bula zwe zwa vha zwi mbiluni 
ya munna wavho, vhunga mbilu yavho yo vha yo no ḓi fara ḽa uri arali zwi 
tshi konadzea vha nga ṱahisa havha Vho-Mukumela, ho tou vha uri vho vha 
vha tshi kha ḓi ṱoḓa nḓila ya u ḽi phula. Huno ha ri vha tshi fhindula vha 
mbo ḓi amba zwauri na vhone vha khou zwi funa u ṱahisa Vho-Mukumela, 
arali zwi tshi nga konadzea.

“Ṱhaṅwe u ḓo tou nkunda nga u a vha o maleswa,” ndi Vho-Malilele.

“Ho ngo malwa u ya’fhi lini, vhunga vhanna vhawe, nga u amba hawe, vha 
tshee vho salelwa nga kholomo ṱhanu u fhedza dzekiso ḽoṱhe. Hafhu vhone 
vhe muvheregi, vha nga kundwa u wana thundu ya u lifha-shu?”

“Tsho, arali zwo ralo zwi nga si nkunde. Ndo vhuya ndi muthu a re na danga 
ḽawe iḽi ḽi re ngei Tshixwadza.”

Mafhungo aya vho ḓo ḓa vha a ladza nga fhungo ḽa uri vhunga vha tshi 
khou gonya tshikonani, musanda, Vho-Laṱani hoyu muthu wavho vha vhuye 
nae hezwi madekwana, vha mbo ḓi amba nae nga haya mafhungo. Vho no 
ralo muṋe wa mafhungo, Vho-Malilele, vha vho ḓo swaledzela madekwana 
a tshee enea, ngauri havha vha munna vha khou funa zwauri musi vha tshi 
ḓo humela makhuwani, hu vhe hu uri mafhungo avho na Vho-Mukumela o 
sala o lala uri vha ḓo ri vha tshi khou shuma vha vhe vha tshi khou ḓivha 
tshine vha shumela tshone (Maumela 1973:20–22).

“Don’t you see that this child is in a big trouble, Laṱani? She is still young.”

“When she sees her age group enjoying life in their own homesteads, how 
can she not feel anguish?” says Laṱani.

“How can she not feel anguish? How can you say you are staying with the 
in-laws if you will always be threatened with an axe? I also feel pity for 
this friend of yours.”
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“If I can tell you what is in my heart, if I were a man, having my wealth, 
I would take her as my wife. A good person indeed! She is a kind person 
who is a hard worker”.

“My desire is for you to take her so that we can be your co-wives. I will 
stay happily with her in this homestead. You will see.”

This woman mentioned what was in her husband’s mind, because he had an 
idea that if it were possible, he would elope with Mukumela; but was still 
looking for a way to tell his wife. When he replied he indicated that he also 
would like to elope with Mukumela, only if it would be possible.

“Perhaps I will fail to do so because bride-price paid toward her is too 
high,” says Malilele

“Her bride-price is not high, because her husband owed her parents five 
heads of cattle to finalise the bride-price. You are a hard worker, do you 
think you will fail to get the bride-price to refund her husband?”

“If this is the situation, I will not fail to pay the bride-price. By the way, I 
own a cattle kraal at Tshixwadza.”

Because Laṱani was going to the royal village to watch the tshikona dance, 
it was concluded that she had to bring her friend back that evening; and that 
she had to talk to her about this matter. After that, Malilele would make a 
follow up that same evening, because the man wanted the matter between 
him and Mukumela finalised before he went back to the urban areas, so that 
he could know what he would be working for.

Laṱani and Mukumela are great friends. Mukumela is invited by Laṱani to 
come and assist with domestic chores when Malilele, Laṱani’s husband, is back 
from urban areas. Laṱani and Malilele feel pity for Mukumela after realising that 
she ran away from her in-laws because her husband ill-treated her. Malilele has 
developed feelings for her, but cannot tell her. According to African culture, a 
man cannot choose a second wife without the blessing of the first wife. If a man 
intends to take a second wife, it is the responsibility of the first wife to look for 
her in many African societies. Malilele is bound by the African culture in this 
regard. In many instances the first wife will propose to a friend or a relative. This 
arrangement minimises problems which can be encountered in a polygamous 
marriage. Sometimes if the first wife notices that she cannot cope with the duties 
in the homestead, she will recommend that her husband take a second wife. Due 
to African culture, Malilele is unable to approach Mukumela and propose love. 
He, furthermore, does not know how to approach his wife, Laṱani, to tell her 
that he has fallen in love with Mukumela. Laṱani, on the other hand, needs a 
person to assist her in carrying out domestic chores. This can be seen when she 
invites Mukumela to prepare beer for Malilele who is coming back from urban 
areas. During her discussion with Malilele, Laṱani recommends that Malilele 
takes Mukumela as his second wife. This is normal according to the African 
culture. Malilele is happy that his wish to marry Mukumela has finally been 
recommended by his first wife. This action, however, encourages polygamous 
marriage among Africans. Although polygamous marriage has some positive 
elements, in many instances, it is characterised by social problems which 
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bring about conflicts in the family. In Tshivenḓa the role of the senior wife in 
choosing junior wives is depicted in a number of literary works, among them 
Zwa mulovha zwi a fhela by TN Maumela. In isiZulu this role is depicted in 
Buzani kuMkabanyi by CT Msimang.

For many decisions a man makes in an African family, a woman plays a dominant 
role. Men are informally influenced by their wives to take decisions affecting 
members of their families. In many instances wives influence their husbands 
over decisions affecting their children, mainly children from co-wives; and over 
decisions affecting co-wives. This type of influence is encountered in texts such 
as Musandiwa na khotsi Vho-Ḽiwalaga by TN Maumela and Mukosi wa lufu by 
NA Milubi (Tshivenḓa), folktales Kwasukasukela by CT Msimanga and Igoda: 
Ibanga 2 by S Nyembezi (isiZulu), Nhlengelo wa swirungulwana, Ixintlhangu 
xa dzovo in Toyi-toyi by G Magwaza, VT Bilankulu & AH Makhubele. In 
Musandiwa na khotsi V ho-Ḽiwalaga, Musandiwa’s stepmother influences 
Ḽiwalaga, Musandiwa’s father, to force her to accept a man chosen on her behalf. 
She further encourages her husband to evict Musandiwa from the homestead. In 
Mukosi wa lufu, Maria influences her husband, Mawela, to abandon and ill-treat 
his senior wife, Masindi. Mawela stops providing for Masindi and her children. 
Women’s influence on their husbands as mentioned above leads to the abuse of 
family members in the homestead, especially stepchildren and co-wives. Can you 
identify other literary works (novels, short stories, dramas, poetry and forms of 
traditional literature) that depict the abuse of stepchildren and co-wives through 
the influence of a woman? Identify the causes of the abuse and show how the 
conflict around the abuse is resolved.

Women do not only have influence on their men; they can also influence their 
children. Read the following passage where three characters are involved in a 
dialogue. As you read, try to identify their relationships? It would appear that 
they are discussing a serious problem. What are they talking about?

Ṅwasundani: Naa tshitamba vhathu vha tshi wanafhi? Ro vha ri tshi tou 
fhirisa dongo, dongo a ḽi ambi, ndi nnyi a no ḓo ḓivha vhunga vhueni vhu 
vhunzhi, ndi u fhirisa na u valelisa ha vhaeni? Nga ri takuwe ri ye ha 
Mabalanganye.

Ṅwafunyufunyu: Ni amba zwone, fhedzi ra tou wanala Sengeza ni a mu 
ḓivha, ro lovha na vhana. Mabalanganye ndi a vhona u ḓo tenda ngauri u 
ḓi ri nṋa hu ḓo sudzuluiwa lini ha dzhena washu, ha ṱuwa Vho-Tshilamulele. 
Ha Mabalanganye ngefha. Aa Aa!

Mabalanganye: Ndaa, (u ambela tsini) ndi nnyi?

Ṅwafunyufunyu: Ndi nṋe ndi ri vuwani ri hanele zwiṱuku (u a vuwa a ḓa 
a dzula). Ro ḓa kha inwi ṅwana wa Thovhela, avha ndi Vho-Ṅwasundani, 
vho swika zwenezwino. Nga maḓuvha ndi pfa ni tshi pfana na riṋe, ngauri 
vhukoma vhu khou lalamesa hovhu. Ro ḓa kha inwi uri ri fhirise na vhueni 
honohu, ni a zwi ḓivha uri hu ḓi ṱangulwa na vhoinwi. Ndi amba kha wa 
Tshikhwani.

Mabalanganye: Thi zwi pfesesi, vha ri ri iteni? Vha ri ri tou itani?
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Ṅwafunyufunyu: Naa ndi mini Mabalanganye? Kani inwi-ha iṱali ni songo 
fanela u imba mutsho? No tshewa nga lufhanga sa riṋe-vho, nahone khe ni 
tshi nga no ḽa mbilu ya khuhu inwi? Iḓani ri ḓo soli thungo ngei lufherani 
(vha a bva vha ya thungo tshifhinga tshilapfu vhe ngeyo). Ndi fulufhela uri 
zwino ni a zwi pfa uri ro ḓelani.

Mabalanganye: Vhe ndi iteni, inwi vhone vha bva ngafhi ṋamusi vhone? Vha 
nga mu kwama ene Sengeza vhone? Ene mumonwa nga vhomasiandaitwa. 
Vhone nda linga afho ndi a fa ndi sa athu no u swika thsiukhuvahni, a hu 
kandwi hafhaḽa.

Ṅwasundani: Khamusi ha zwi pfesesi zwavhuḓi, ndi uri nṋe ndo dinwa nga 
u luvha nga ṋala na nga u dzhielwa Mushanzhoni, nazwino ndi tshi amba 
hu pfi u dzula fhano.

Mabalanganye: Zwino ndi a pfanyana fhedzi vha dovhe vha vhuye ndi kha 
ḓi ḓilinga zwiṅwe, vha songo dzula vha dovhe vha vhuye ri nyeṱu. (Vha 
a bva vhafumakadzi). Mafhungo a avha vhasadzi a a shavhisa. Fhedzi 
Mushanzhoni muthu o wana nḓila ya u mu fuwa arali muthu a tenda u thusa 
avha vhathu (u khou amba e eṱhe).

Ṅwasundani: Ndo vhuya Mabalanganye, ndi ri no tou mama ḽi si na 
khathutshelo naa? A ni ri lamuleli naa ṅwananga? Na hone izwi ngavhe 
ndi vhe mukukulume, ndi musi ndo no imba kale mutsho, i si hezwi zwine 
na khou ita lini. Vhomudzulatsini ndi riṋe, ni ofhani, na tshivhindi ri nga 
mu fusha ngatsho, u ḓo vha e na nnyi, thi ri u dzula e eṱhe?

Ṅwafunyufunyu: Ni songo vhuya na ofha, magondo ro vala a hu na tshi ḓaho.

Mabalanganye: Ndi kha ḓi ya ha Vho-Gandamipfa, ri ḓo vhuya ri tshi fhedza 
zwo fanelaho. Ndi vhona uri zwine vha amba zwi a itea. Tenda tshivhindi 
tsha hone tsha si ite uri a tshi ṱanze, izwo ro lovha (Mathivha 1987:38 – 39).

Ṅwasundani: “Where can people get the poison? We must be in a position to 
end this broken pottery, broken pottery cannot talk; who will know because 
there will be many visitors; is it not introducing and bidding farewell to the 
visitors? Let us stand up and go to Malanganye’s place”

Ṅwafunyufunyu: “You are right, if Sengeza can find us, you know what will 
happen; together with our children we are all dead. I think Mabalanganye 
will agree with us because he always complains about Sengeza overstaying 
his welcome?. Here is Mabalanganye’s place. Aa! Aa! “(They greet)

Mabalanganye: “Ndaa! (he greets, speaking softly), who are you?”

Ṅwafunyufunyu: “It is me, wake up so that we can have a discussion (he 
wakes up and comes to sit next to them). We have come to you, son of the 
King, this is Ṅwasundani, she has just arrived. You usually agree with us 
that the chieftainship seems to have been prolonged. We have come to you 
so that we can end this during the festivity; you know very well that he is 
also taking what belongs to you. I mean that of Tshikhwani. “

ˆ
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Mabalanganye: “I do not understand, what are we supposed to do? How 
are we supposed to do it?”

Ṅwafunyufunyu: “What is the matter with you, Mabalanganye? Are you 
not a cock? Have you been cut with a knife like us, moreover you seem 
like you have eaten a chicken’s heart. Come, let’s have a small discussion 
at the small chamber (they left after spending a long time alone). I believe 
now you understand why we are here.

Mabalanganye: “ What do you say I must do? Where do you come from 
today? Do you think you can touch him, Sengeza? He is well protected. If I 
can try that I will die before I reach the doorway; that is not a playing field.”

Ṅwasundani: “Perhaps he does not understand; it is because I am tired of 
paying homage with work and my Mushanzhoni who has been taken away 
from me; when I am stating this fact now, it is rumoured that she stays here.”

Mabalanganye: “Now I have a slight idea, but come back later, I am still 
thinking. Please come back so that we can have a little talk. “(The women 
left).”The matter of these women is frightening. However, one has got a 
chance to get Mushanzhoni if one can agree to help these people” (he says 
this to himself).

Ṅwasundani: “I have come back Mabalanganye; don’t you feel pity for 
others? Can’t you come to our rescue, my child? If I were a cock, I would 
have uttered the morning crow already, not what you are doing. We are the 
closest people, what are you afraid of? We can even strangle him with a 
noose; by the way, he always stays alone?”

Ṅwafunyufunyu: “Don’t be afraid, we will make sure that nothing happens”.

Mabalanganye: “I am still going to Gandamipfa’s place; we will conclude 
the matter when I come back. I have realised that what you are saying is 
possible. As long as the poison will not make him vomit, otherwise we are 
dead.”

The three characters are the two women, Ṅwafunyufunyu and Ṅwasundani, 
and Mabalanganye, Ṅwafunyufunyu’s son. Ṅwafunyufunyu and Ṅwasundani 
are King Sengeza’s co-wives. The two women are worried because the king is 
not paying attention to them anymore, because they are old. As a result they 
are planning to eliminate him. They cannot see how they can achieve this 
without the assistance of the heir, Mabalanganye. They, therefore, approach 
Mabalanganye with a promise that he will take over as the future king and that 
he will get the young ladies with whom the king is fooling around. Although 
Mabalanganye is reluctant to help them, at the end he buys the idea. It is true 
that among the Africans, especially among the Vhavenḓa, when a leader is no 
longer needed, he is killed by his immediate family members. Killing a person 
is committing a serious crime. These women do not see it in that way. They are 
influencing Mabalanganye to kill his own father. An influence of this nature is 
always accompanied by unacceptable conflicts in the society. In Siswati this 
type of influence is depicted by H. Kuper in Inhlitiyo ngumtsakatsi (translated 
by ET Mthembu.
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Identify literary works in an African language and study the role of wives in 
influencing decisions with regard to leadership in the society.

2.2.2.2   The husband’s sister (aunt)

Do you have an aunt? Define the concept “aunt” in your culture. See if the 
definition is similar to the one provided below.

The husband’s sister is considered an important person in the family, especially 
the eldest sister of the husband. The aunt referred to here is the aunt as understood 
from the African view. Aunt in this discussion means one’s father’s sister, or a 
husband’s sister. For any important decisions taken in the family, the husband’s 
sister must be consulted. These decisions could be on marriage proceeds, ritual 
performance, or going to initiation school. The aunt is bestowed with the power 
of solving disputes in the family. In Tshivenḓa this could be illustrated by events 
taking place in Ho felwa nnyi by Sigogo. Read the following passage:

… Vho-Masindi na murathu wavho na khotsi Vho-Rasila na mme, Vho-
Muhanelwa khevha vho dzula. Vho dzula nḓuni ya mukalaha. Vha vuwa 
vhe mukalaha vha ri: “Masindi, hezwi ni tshi vhona ndi tshi tou vhuya nda 
dzhena nḓila nda ḓa hangei haṋu, he nda ri ni ye ni vhidze murathu ni ḓe 
ri dzule ri tou rali, ndi uri nṋe a thi na ṅwana wa mme, ndi ndoṱhe. Zwino 
mashaka anga ane nda amba nao mafhungo ndi vhoinwi. Zwino hafhano 
ndo ni vhidza nga fhungo ḽa uri no zwi vhona uri khaladzi aṋu o lovha, ro 
mu swiṱa. A re nṋe ndo fulufhuwa zwauri o ṱuwa tshoṱhe. Ha tsha ḓo dovha 
a vhuya. Zwino sa izwi mafhungo o tou rali, uyu ṅwana wa vhathu u tou 
itwa hani? Anga ndi eneo Masindi ṅwananga.”

Vho-Muhanelwa vha fhaḽa vhe, “Khezwo ni tshi khou zwi pfa. A ni fhinduli 
muṋe waṋu?”

“Mmawe, habe hayo mafhungo ndi mahulwane ha ṱoḓi u sokou fhufhelwa 
lini musi muthu a tshi a fhindula. Na Sundani khoyu e hone, u a ḓi thoma u 
fhindula, na nṋe nda ḓo fhindula. Khezwo Sundani.” Ndi Vho-Masindi vha 
tshi khou kumedza murathu wavho iḽi fhungo ḽo vhewaho nga mukalaha 
Vho-Rasila.

“Vhananga, hafhu heḽi fhungo ndi fhungo ḽa ndeme vhukuma. Ni fanela u 
ḓivha uri naho ni vhaṱuku kha uyu mufu washu, no tou tea uri ni fhindule. 
Hafhu nṋe a thi na muṅwe mutuka. A re Makonḓe ndo tou vhona uri murunzi 
u tshee muṱuku lune ri nga si kone u dzula-vho nae. Ni tshi fhindula ni 
songo vhuya na ofha tshithu ngauri hufha u amba ḽivhi hu uri ḽivhuya ḽi 
wane vhudzulo.”

“Mafhungo ane mukalaha vha khou amba a khou pfala. A tou konḓa u 
fhindulela henefho. Hone-ha izwi vha tshi ri ṅwana wa vhathu u tou itwa 
hani vha khou amba uri u fanelwa u sumbedzwa muthu naa?” Avha vhane 
vha khou vhudzisa ndi Vho-Sundani.

“Vho-undani,” ndi Vho-Masindi. “Arali nagoho mukalaha ndi tshi khou vha 
pfa zwavhuḓi, zwine vha khou amba ndi zwenezwo. A thi ri nandi khotsi 
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ashu? Hone-ha, arali zwo ralo, vhone kha vha ri vhudze muhumbulo wavho 
uri vhone vha khou funa zwi tshi tou itwa hani?’

Mukalaha na vhone vha khou vhona uri fhungo ḽa hone ḽi nga a ḽi leluwi na 
luthihi. Vha dovha hafhu vha isa phanḓa na u ṱalutshedza uri hu kone u ḓo 
wanala thandululo. “Vhananga, no zwi pfa u thomani henefha nṋe ndi tshi ri a 
thi na wa hanga hezwi ndi hafha. nṋe hezwi ndi hafha vhananga, ndi tou vha 
muimawoga, shaka ndi nnyi, anga mafhungo ndi tshivhudzagona. Khamusi 
ngavhe ndo vha ndi na wa hashu ndo vha ndi tshi ḓo ri a mpfarele zwawe. 
Vhonani, uyu khaladzi a vhoinwi u kha ḓi tou vha vhusiku vhukuma lune 
zwi nga si vhuye zwa ita. Ndi tshi humbula heḽi fhungo, ndi wana ndi tshi 
balelwa u fhira. Ndi ngazwo ndo ni vhidza uri ri tou ita mutingati uri ri ḓo 
kona u tandulula fhungo heḽi, ro ḓi tou dzula roṱhe ngaurali.” Vho-Masindi 
vha vhona nangoho i thaidzo khulu kha mukalaha. Na vhone vha khou ḓi 
funa u thusa. “Nṋe ndi vhona uri ngavhe nangwe vhone khotsi ashu vha 
vhe vha na mashaka, zwo vha zwi sa nga ḓo ita. Ndi ralo ngauri hafhu vha 
vhone uri zwiḽa mulovha uyu khaladzi o vha o ḓi tou ḓinangela ene muṋe. 
Hafhu vha humbule uri muthu ane ra khou amba ngae ndi masiṱiresi lune 
u tou mu nangela muthu wa u mu fara zwi a konḓa. Hafhu zwi ḓi nga uri ri 
tou mu vhofholola uri a ṱuwe zwi ḓo amba uri thundu ya khotsi ashu i ḓo 
vha yo lovha. Nga nnḓa ha thundu, hafhu muthu uyu a ṱuwa a swika a funa 
muṅwe munna u ḓo vha o ṱuwa na vhana. Naho hu si na mutukana, dzina 
ḽa Ṱuwani Rasila ḽa ḓo vha ḽo xela tshoṱhe.”

Vho-Rasila vha tshi pfa Vho-Masindi vha tshi amba zwa dzina, vha mbo 
ḓi vha dzhena hanwani. “Hezwi ni tshi amba nga u xela ha dzina, ni fanela 
u humbula uri hu ḓo vha ho xela na maanḓa a ṅwananga oṱhe, ngani naa, 
ngauri na tshelede yoṱhe i ḓo vha yo ṱuwa. Ndi zwe nda vhudza havha mme 
aṋu vha tshi khou amba nga ha u bvisa murunzi nda ri a thi funi ngauri ndi 
vho ḓo pfa tsho ḽaho ṅwananga nda vho sokou farwa ndo no rema muthu 
nṋe ni a ḓivha! Na vhamusanda ndo vha vhudza uri tsha ṅwana wanga 
a tshi tsikulwi tshitombo. Vhone na vhone vho zwi ṱanganedza. Zwino 
vhananga, nda humbula haya mafhungo ndo eḓela, na khofhe dzanga dzi a 
fhela dzoṱhe dza tou thathtatha.” Avha vhararu zwino vho no mangala. Vha 
khou mangadzwa ngauri zwine mukalaha vha vho amba zwone zwi vho 
ṱoḓa u fhambana na zwe vha vha vhidzela zwone.

Vho-Sundani vho dzhena mukalaha hanwani vha ri: “Baba, hayo ane vha 
khou amba one a a pfala, fhedzi-ha a si one e ra dzula ngao. Zwe riṋe ra 
dzulela zwone ndi zwa uri ri ita mini nga havha muvhuye washu. A si zwone 
nandi–vho vhone mmawe?”

Naho nne ro ḓa nga kholomo fhano muḓini, litshani ndi sokou fhindula 
zwanga,” ndi vhone Vho-Muhanelwa vhane vha khou amba zwino. “Nṋe 
ndi ri heḽo ḽa u mu vhofholola uri a ye ha hawe ndi vhona na shango heḽi ḽi 
tshi nga ri sea vhukuma. Hafhu na vhabebi vhawe vha ḓo ri mini nga riṋe, 
a vha nga ḓo ri humbulela uri ri vho ri ndi ene muloi naa? Na kale livhiḓa 
a ḽi lambiwi, muthu u ḓi tou dzula henefho muṱani. Huno arali hu na zwine 
zwa khou tou konḓa uri ri mu wanele muthu, a si khwine ri tshi tou mu 
vhofholola uri a fune muthu ene muṋe, a tou ḓinangela naa?”
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“Afho vhone mmawe ndi khou pfa vho amba fhungo lo dziaho. Asizwo-ha 
mukalaha, vhone vha ri mini ngaḽo?” Vho-Masindi vha amba izwi vho tou 
isa maṱo kha mune wavho.

Mukalaha zwino vha vho vhonala sa muthu o rengululwaho. Vha pfa ili 
la mukegulu ḽi ḽone ḽine ḽa nga shumea ngaḽo. Vho no ḽi haseledza ndi 
hone vha tshi ruma Vho-Sundani uri vha ye vha vhidze Vho-Maria. Nga 
tshifhinganyana Vho-Sundani na Vho-Maria na vhone khevha vho no dzula 
henefaha nḓuni (Sigogo 1995:37–40).

(… Masindi and her younger sister, her father, Rasila, and mother, Muhanelwa, 
are sitting in the old man’s hut. The old man says: “Masindi, when you see me 
coming to your place, where I requested you to go and invite your younger 
sister so that we can sit like this, it is because I do not have a sibling. You 
are my relatives with whom I can discuss matters. I summoned you with 
regard to a matter, that is, you have seen that your brother has died, and that 
we buried him. As for me, I have accepted that he is gone forever and that he 
will not come back. As far as the prevailing situation is concerned, what are 
we going to do with this woman? My child, this is what I want to tell you.”

Muhanelwa responded and said, “You have heard, are you not going to 
respond to your father?”

“Mother, this matter is serious; it needs some thought before one can respond. 
Sundani is also present; she can respond first, I will follow with my response. 
There is the problem, Sundani.” It is Masindi passing on the matter raised 
by the old man, Rasila, to her younger sister.

“My children, this is a serious matter. You must know that even if you are 
younger than the deceased, you have to give a response. By the way, I do 
not have another young man. As for Makonḓe, I have noticed that he is still 
young to the extent that we cannot discuss this matter with him. Do not be 
afraid when you give your response because a bad word is spoken to make 
room for a good one.”

“The matter the old man has raised is understandable. However, it is difficult 
to give a response there and then. When you say, what are we going to do 
with the child, do you mean that she must be given a man?” Sundani asks.

“Sundani,” Masindi says, “If I really understand what the old man is saying, 
what he is saying is exactly what you have said. Am I correct father? If this 
is the situation, tell us your idea as to how you want this to be solved?”

The old man realised that this is not a simple matter. He continued with his 
explanation so that a resolution could be reached. “My children, you heard 
me at the beginning when I said I do not have a relative. When you see me 
here, my children, I am alone, there is no one with whom I can discuss my 
problems. If I had a relative, I would ask him to take over. Look here, this 
brother of yours is still very young; it cannot work. When I think about this 
matter, I find it difficult to resolve. This is the reason why I have invited 
you so that we can solve it together right here.” Masindi realised that this 
is a serious problem for the old man. She also wants to help “I think even if 
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you, our father, had relatives, it would not work. Look, our brother chose his 
wife on his own. You must remember that the person we are talking about is 
a lady teacher; it is difficult to choose a man on her behalf. Even letting her 
go would mean that our father’s marriage proceeds would be lost. Marriage 
proceeds aside, if this person can leave and fall in love with another person 
she will take the children along. Even if there is no son among her children, 
Ṱuwani Rasila’s name will disappear forever.

When Rasila hears Masindi talking about the name, he interrupted her. 
“When you talk about the disappearance of the name you must also think 
about the disappearance of my child’s effort, why, because all his money 
will be gone. This is what I told your mother when she talked about ritual 
purification; I told her that I do not want to perform ritual purification because 
I will know the reason for my child’s death and end up being arrested after 
hacking a person, you know! I also told the chief that there will be no ritual 
purification for my child. He accepted that. Now, my children, if I think about 
this matter in my sleep, I cannot fall asleep.” The three are now surprised. 
They are surprised, because what the old man is talking about is not related 
to what he has called them for.

Sundani interrupts the old man and says, “Father, what you are saying is 
understandable, but this is not the matter which made us gather here. What we 
are here for is; what do we do with our sister-in-law? Am I correct mother?”

“Even if my being here is due to marriage proceeds, let me respond,” It is 
Muhanelwa who is talking now. “I say, releasing her to her parents will make 
people laugh at us. What will her parents say about us, are they not going to 
think that we say she is the one who bewitched our son? Even in the past, 
one would not go away because of death, you stay in the homestead. If it 
is difficult to find a man for her, is it not better for us to let her fall in love 
with a man of her choice?”

“Mother, you have said something convincing. There is the matter old man, 
what do you say?” Masindi says this looking at her father.

The old man looked like a person who had been redeemed. He feels that 
what the old woman said could work. After debating on this one, they send 
Sundani to invite Maria to join them. After a short period of time Sundani 
and Maria entered the hut and sat down.

The characters in the passage given above are discussing a serious matter which 
affects African culture. The discussion in the passage has been initiated by the 
death of Rasila’s son. Rasila and his wife, Muhanelwa, are worried about the 
future of Maria, Rasila’s son’s widow. According the African culture, if a man 
dies in the family, his widow is given to one of his brothers to look after the 
children. Rasila’s problem is that his only youngest son is still very young to 
be given Maria as a wife. Moreover, he does not have a male relative who can 
look after Maria. He cannot solve this problem alone. This is a family problem, 
and it needs members of the family to resolve. According to the African culture, 
such matters cannot be solved without the involvement of the husband’s sister. 
Rasila is aware of the African culture; he invites his two daughters to help solve 
the problem.
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From the passage above, you might have realised that Rasila’s daughters, 
Masindi and Sundani, do not have equal status in the family. Masindi’s word, 
as the eldest daughter, has weight when compared to Sundani’s. After initiating 
the discussion, the matter is passed on to Masindi who, in turn, shares it with 
her younger sister and mother. The eldest husband’s sister is expected to take a 
decision on the problem which is under discussion and her decision should be 
final. In the passage above, Rasila sticks to the African culture that the family 
has the right to choose a man on behalf of the widow. Masindi disagrees with 
her father’s argument. She convinces her father, mother and younger sister that 
Maria should not be given a husband. She tells them that Maria must look for a 
man of her choice; but she must not leave the homestead for her parents or the 
man with whom she would have fallen in love. Maria is expected to stay in the 
homestead to perpetuate Rasila’s name. This is affirmed by Masindi’s mother, 
Muhanelwa, who is considered an outsider when it comes to family matters. 
Rasila is happy about the resolution of the problem, mainly because his daughters 
were involved. To make matters worse, even the main character around which 
the matter is centred, Maria, is not invited to contribute towards the resolution 
of the problem. She is only invited to be informed about the decision taken.

Can you identify literary texts in your language which depict the role of the 
husband’s sister in a family as shown in the given passage? If not similar to the 
above, what role does the husband’s sister play in managing the family in the 
literary works of an African language of your choice? The role of the husband’s 
sister is also portrayed in literary works such as Lunwele Lolude by JN Khumalo 
and SR Dlamini (Siswati), Hi ya kwihi? by MJ Maluleke, Ndzi fikile in Nhlengelo 
wa swirungulwana (Xitsonga), and Buzani kuMkabanyi by Msimang (isiZulu).

In the assignments and examinations you will be required to answer general as 
well as specific questions on this section of the work. Consider the following 
examples of the type of questions you can expect.

(a)  The role of the head of an African partriarchal family is sometimes abused. 
Discuss how the father abuses his leadership position towards his chil-
dren’s freedom of choice. Illustrate your discussion with examples from 
an African language literary work.

(b)  Women exercise great power in African societies regarding a leadership 
role. Discuss the role of a woman in the management of an African family. 
Illustrate your discussion with examples from an African language literary 
work.

(c)  Identify an African language literary work and evaluate the causes of 
conflict in a polygamous marriage.

(d)  Discuss the merits and demerits of a senior wife choosing a co-wife for her 
husband. Your discussion should be illustrated with facts from an African 
language literary work of your choice.

(e)  An aunt is bestowed with the power of solving disputes in a family. Identify 
a conflict in an African language literary work and evaluate how the aunt 
solves the dispute.
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2.3 The village and the tribe

Owing to the introduction of western civilisation, Africans find themselves staying 
in areas characterised by different life styles. Some find themselves in the urban 
areas while others are in the rural areas. Leadership hierarchies are different in 
urban and rural areas. In urban areas people talk about councillors, managers 
and mayors of towns and cities; whereas in rural areas we find headmen, chiefs 
and kings. In this unit, the discussion will be focused on leadership hierarchies 
in rural areas because the situation is least influenced by western civilisation. 
Rural areas are made up of villages and tribes.

A tribe is composed of smaller local communities – bands, villages or neighbours. 
The tribe is a community organised in terms of kinship. It is a social organisation 
based on small groups defined by traditions of common descent that have 
political integration above family level. It is a major form of human political 
organisation. Among the Africans the tribe is considered a principal vehicle of 
political consciousness.

2.3.1 The headman

The chief is responsible for the installation of headmen in the villages under 
him. If there is a dispute regarding the rightful person to succeed as headman of 
the village, the chief is called in to resolve the matter; this is achieved through 
consultation with the brothers and sisters of the deceased. If the brothers of the 
deceased do not agree, the chief will take the word of the deceased sister as final.

In most instances headmen are male in African societies. In other African 
societies, women are installed as headmen in villages. In such situations, one will 
find senior wives of the chief settled in other villages to be the eyes and ears of 
the chief. They act as headmen and the village council helps them to administer 
the village. As Wessmann (1908:13) writes, “The older women (of the chief) live 
mostly as village elders in the different villages all over the country and put in 
an appearance at the chief’s residence at their own choice usually bringing with 
them special dishes and presents, and staying for a longer or shorter period.” 
Together with the village council, the senior wife of the chief is responsible for 
implementing decisions taken by the chief and tribal council. She also resolves 
problems as encountered in the families of the village. All in all, the headman 
is a mechanism of social integration and control of the village. Matters which 
seem to be difficult to be resolved by the village council are referred to the chief. 
In Tshivenda, villages under the leadership of women are reflected in Bulayo ḽo 
ṱalifhaho by Magau and Mabalanganye by Mathivha. In Mabalanganye chief 
Sengeza installs his senior wives, Ṅwafunyufunyu and Ṅwasundani as headmen 
of villages. These women have full powers to administer the villages. They do as 
they like including taking young ladies as their wives to help them with domestic 
chores. In Bulayo lo talifhaho, one of the villages under chief Mphagani, is 
under the leadership of a woman, Nyamalwela Singo. She is assisted by a village 
council to administer the village. Like any other male headman she attends the 
tribal council. Identify literary works in an African language of your choice that 
reflect women as headmen of villages and comment on their responsibilities.
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As indicated above, women have a great influence on the management of a 
tribe;even if it is assumed that chieftainship is male-dominated. In addition to 
women acting as headmen of villages, they also participate in decision- making 
as part of running the village and the tribe through their involvement in village 
councils and tribal councils. As indicated under the subheading of family, women 
have their influence on their husbands, sons, and brothers regarding leadership 
matters. It has already been indicated above that Mathivha, in Mabalanganye 
reflects on the conflict which emanates from the influence of senior women of 
the chief on their sons. You have noticed that this type of influence brings about 
chieftainship disputes. Ṅwafunyufunyu, a senior wife of chief Sengeza, influnces 
Mabalanganye (heir) to kill him (chief Sengeza) for him (Mabalanganye) to 
become the future chief and inherit the young women. In Maumela’s Vhuhosi 
vhu tou bebelwa, chief Ndaedzo is influenced by his wife to take decisions which 
affect the tribe. Such decisions are accompanied by conflicts in the tribe. This 
type of conflict is also depicted in an isiZulu literary work Buzani KuMkabanyi 
by CT Msimang. Identify literay works in an African language that depict the 
influence of women in the management of a tribe.

A chief will always consult with his senior wife regarding important matters in 
the management of the tribe. The chief’s first wife is the most important person 
in the royal house. Wessmann (1908:13) says the following in this regard: “In 
higher esteem is held the chief’s first wife, who also receives a special name, 
and even more so the chief’s mother, who is often on important occasions chosen 
as an arbitrator. Her word is mostly decisive.” The first wife is also responsible 
for controlling junior wives of the chief and resolves problems emanating from 
their interaction.

2.3.2 The chief

Africans are ruled by chiefs and kings. The leadership of the tribe is provided 
by the chief with the assistance of a group of adult males and the village 
headmen, who constitute a tribal council. These adults are the guardians of 
the tribal customs and oral tradition of law. The tribal council is responsible 
for implementing the law. The chief’s role is to implement recommendations 
by the tribal council regarding the management of the society. Both males and 
females can be installed as leaders of tribal communities. However, in many 
African societies, the position of a chief is male-dominated. The chief administers 
the law, resolves tribal disputes, appoints headmen of villages, practices ritual 
performances and protects the tribe.

Africans, like other societies, are characterised by different types of disputes in 
their daily life. In the event that disputes arise among members of the tribe, the 
chief is responsible for resolving them. These disputes might be of a political, 
social, religious or economic nature. Many authors of indigenous African 
languages literature have reflected much on the involvement of the chief regarding 
these types of disputes, for example, members accusing one another of witchcraft, 
stolen livestock, and so forth. In Tshivenḓa, Madima, in his drama Zwo itwa, 
reflects on how chief Ravhudzulo tries to resolve the conflict between Gumani 
and Matidze as one of his duties. Read the following passage:
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Vho-Gumani: (Vho-Gumani nga mpunḓu bvu) hai; vhanna vha hashu, (vha 
vha fara) nnditsheni ndi mu tevhedze nwananga hoyu mukalaha. Naa u 
fhedza muṱa wanga a tshi u ita maṱukwane a dovha a tou ralo?

Vho-Matidze; (takuluku, dzhasi sutu. Hu vhonala muṱana wo sala fhedzi 
kha luvhemba lwa hemmbe yo donahao, vhurukhu ha hone … ) Mu litsheni 
ndi mu latise. Nangwe ndo kalaha ndi nga si fhenyiwe nga muthu o raliho 
a si na nwongo lini. U delela nga izwi zwe a nthwa nga luvhalelo? (vhaḽa 
vho ḓi fara Vho-Gumani) tsha matsheloni nangwe hu tshi pfi asizwo? Hai 
ndi ḓo mu laṱisa vhupfe hoṱhe nṋe. Hai nne a thi … (vha a vha dzudza).

Vho-Ravhudzulo: Zwino noṱhe ipfani hafha. (Zwikumelo) Mahola vhakoma 
ndo hana uri havha vhathu vha bve nga hone u shavha uri zwi a shonisa 
vhunga vho ita vhabebi vhanga. Zwino ndo zwi sedza nda zwi vhona nda 
zwi tenda; mme na khotsi a vha na mbumbelwa sa makhulu ya mbudzi. 
Arali vhe vhone mme anga vhe vha mbeba zwi tshi vhavha vhukuma, ndi 
musi vho no mpfa kale.

Vho-Rathiyaya: Marunga-dzinndevhelaho. Na nne ndi khou zwi vhona nga 
kwanga kutalukanyo uri havha vhathu tsha khwine ndi musi vha tshi tou 
ya u lamulwa nga Mutonga Phafula. Ḽeneḽo ḽi vhonala hani mune wanga?

Mukhubu: Muhali ndi tshi vha fara mulomo nga u tetemela huhulusa ndi ri 
uri arali havha vhathu vha be zwi sa nga itee vha nga tou pandelwa vhoṱhe 
uri hedzi pfiriri vha ḓo dzi ita vha tshi khou kungulusa magwadi, hu si kha 
ḽino ḽa Tshihondwa.

Vho-Rathiyaya: Hai, hezwo …

Mukhubu: Vha ri hai? Naa vhone vha na afhio maanda a uri hai kana ee? 
Khee Muhali vho tou oma tshoṱhe kha iḽi ḽa Phafula avha Vhakoma? Nḓila 
ya u lamula ndi yeneyo i yothe?

Vho-Matidze: Zwa u bva matsiko zwi tou vha khwine Mbedzi. Hone ngavhe 
hu vhe mulovha muṱamvu u tshi kha ḓi vha na ṱhodzi i no kiwa ya bikwa 
muroho ndi musi hoyu mutukana ndo no mu sumbedza maraho na vhudzadze 
ha ṋowa. Wa Vhambedzi, o vha o no vhona Mabe tshi tshi okhola.

Mukhubu: Vhone nga vha fhumule-vho hafha. Vha ḓo ḓi vha ita muloi 
ngazwo. Mabe tshi tshi okhola na vhudzadze ha ṋowa na maraho ayo ndi 
mini?

Vho-Gumani: Ndi ḽiloi heḽi ḓithu.

Vho-Ravhudzulo: Mukhubu ni gude u amba na vha re vhahulwane kha 
inwi. (Zwikumelo zwa Mukhubu). Fhungo asiḽi, (zwikumelo). Vhoinwi vha 
Tshifhini ni tsa hayani na dilugisa. Tshelede dza miṱalu dzi ḓo bva kha nṋe. 
Tshanu ndi mbuvha. Ḽa matshelo ni a bva.

Vho-Gumani: Hu si mbamatshelo zwaho Muhali?

Vho-Ravhudzulo: Matshelo. Ndo amba; ngani mbamatshelo?
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Vho-Gumani: Uri ri ḓo thoma ri ṱ oḓe vha u bva navho.

Vho-Ravhudzulo: Ndo no amba uri a thi funi u shona. Munwe na munwe 
u bva e eṱhe. Shaka ḽanu ndi Vhakoma vhane vha bva vhuimoni hanga nṋe 
ndi re waṋu noṱhe. Vha ni vhonaho no dubekana nga tshine vha ḓo ri ni 
tshimbilela zwa fhano musanda tshiṱangani. Nandi Vhakoma? (Mahamba 
1975:36–37).

(Gumani: (Gumani kicks the old man) “My fellow people, (they hold him 
back) let me free so that I can kill this old man in the same way he killed my 
son. He cannot wipe all my family members by turning them into zombies; 
and behave like this?

Matidze: (He gets up and takes off his coat. His dirty shirt is torn apart at 
the back) “Let me punish him. Even if I am old I cannot be defeated by a 
person like him, a person who does not think. He undermined me because he 
beated me with a broomstick.” (The other people are still holding Gumani)” 
It is enough, since from morning? I will make him abandon his loose morals. 
No, I do not … “(they make him sit down)

Ravhudzulo: “All of you listen. (Praises) Vhakoma, last year I refused these 
people to go for divination, because it is shameful in that they are like my 
parents. I have looked at this matter and accepted; mother and father cannot 
be created like an ancestral goat. If it were my mother who begot me with 
pain, really she should have felt pity for me a long time ago.”

Rathiyaya: “ With my little knowledge, I can also see that these people must 
be reconciled by a Mutonga of Phafula. How do you see this, my king?”

Mukhubu: “In response to your statement, my king, if it will not be possible 
for them to see the diviner, it will be better if they are both evicted so that 
they can continue fighting away from Tshihondwa.”

Rathiyaya: “No, not that …”

Mukhubu: “You say no? What power do you have to say no or yes? Why 
is this Vhakoma sticking to go to Phafula, my king? Is this the only way to 
reconcile them?”

Matidze:  “Going to see a diviner is better, Mbedzi. If it were yesterday 
when I was still strong, I would have shown him the buttocks of a snake. 
He would have seen Mabe (an animal) slithering”.

Mukhubu: “You, keep quiet! This is why they say you are a witch. What 
does Mabe slithering and the buttocks of a snake mean?”

Gumani: “This person is a witch.”

Ravhudzulo:” Mukhubu, you must respect your seniors. (Mukhubu praises 
the king) Here is the matter, you, or Tshifhini must go home and prepare 
yourselves. Money for consulting the diviner will be paid by me. Prepare 
food for the journey. Tomorrow you are going out.”
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Gumani:  “Will it not be better to go the day after tomorrow, my king?”

Ravhudzulo: “Tomorrow, that is it; why the day after tomorrow?”

Gumani: “So that we can look for people who will accompany us.”

Ravhudzulo: “I have already indicated that I do not want to be humiliated. 
Each one of you should go alone. Your relative is Vhakoma who represents 
me, your relative. When people see you following each another, they will 
think that you are on the matters affecting the royal village. Is this not true 
Vhakoma?)”

From the passage above, the involvement of the chief is crucial to solve the 
conflict between his subjects who are also his relatives. All the subjects, both 
the accused and the accuser, run to the chief regarding the problems they are 
facing. Gumani accuses Matidze of bewitching him and his family. Gumani 
goes to the extent of beating Matidze. Matidze seeks protection from the chief. 
The chief is regarded by both parties as the only person who can resolve the 
conflict. According to African culture, such an accusation can only be resolved 
by a diviner. The subjects who want to approach the diviner must first seek 
permission from the chief. It is the chief who must assemble a team, including 
the accused and the accuser, who should go out to see a diviner for the purposes 
of resolving the matter. When the team comes back from the diviner, they must 
report to the chief. Based on the report, the chief will decide on further action 
– confirming the witchcraft and evicting the accused from the tribe or mediate 
between the two parties to resolve the matter. As indicated in the dialogue in 
the passage above, the chief consults with his tribal council regarding taking 
decisions. The chief’s duties in the society are also depicted in an isiZulu literary 
work, Ukufa kukaShaka by E Zondi.

Identify literary works in an African language that depict the role of the chief 
in managing a tribe.

2.3.3  The king

The duties of a king are not different from those of a chief, except that his status 
is higher than that of a chief. The chiefs are under his authority. As a ruler of 
the society, the king’s power extends to everything pertaining to the life of the 
society. He is viewed as the possessor of supernatural power. He is responsible 
for maintaining the welfare and order of the society. He is expected to provide 
food, fertility, weather, protection against enemies and misfortune and all forms of 
communal life. He solves chieftainship disputes and installs chiefs in his nation. 
One of the responsibilities of a chief is illustrated in the following passage. As 
you read, you will see that Mukonḓeleli and Londolani are discussing a serious 
matter with the King. Can you explain their problem? Why is the King involved 
in this matter?

“Mathina izwi ndi vhone vhe vha swikiswa? Ho no tshinyalani, ni tshi vho 
mbo (a ngeno iwe vha ha Ragaḓa?”
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“Aiwa, ndi riṋe. Vhukuma ri fhano ro ḓiswa nga mafhungo a no ri vhavha, 
vhafuwi,” ndi Vho-Mukonḓeleli vha fhindulaho ngeno vha tshi khou losha 
mazha na Vho-Londolani. Hafhu vho no dzula fhasi zwenezwo.

“Vhakale itali vho no ḓi amba vha ri a i dzwaleli nnzhini. Zwino vhoinwi 
vhaṅwe vhathu noṱhe khathihi na inwi mukoma tsiruwani noṱhe fhano ndi 
sale na avha vhaeni vho nndalelaho zwino. Tenda e na vha no ḓela one ro 
no a ladza. Kani a si zwone, Mamphiri?”

“Mboloma muhali! Lwenzhe-lwa-shango! Aiwa, izwo zwine zwa zwiwa 
ndi zwone, muhali!” Huno nangoho vhaḽa vhathu vha mbo ḓi ṱuwa vha 
sala vhe vhararu. Ndi hone fhaḽa Vhomakhadzi Vho-Mukonḓeleli vha tshi 
toololela-ha vhamusanda zwoṱhe zwo vha ḓisaho hafha, vhone vhamusanda 
vha tshi khou indela u thetshelesa zwavho sa vha no nga a vha vhuyi vha 
ḓivha tshithu nga ha hoyu mufhirifhiri.

“Mafhungo anu iwe vha ha Ragaḓa,” ndi Vhamusanda Vho-Thavhakhulu, 
“a vho nkanukisa. Arali ngangoho o khakhea nga u ralo, sa zwine na khou 
ṱanzielisa zwone, nṋe a si mulandu wanga, ngauri nṋe a tho ngo shuma 
nga ṱhoho yanga, ndo shuma nga he nda vhudzwa nga khotsimunene wa 
haṋu Mantsha, a ri noṱhe nga lushaka lwa haṋu no tendelana zwauri hu 
dzheniswe hoyu we nṋe nda dzhenisa ene. Zwauri a ni pfani fhungoni heḽi 
ho ngo mmbudza, nazwino ndi fhano a thi ḓivhi tshithu. Ndi hone u thoma 
u zwi pfa nga vhoinwi zwino ṋamusi.

“Vhoinwi huufhani no zwi ḓivha zwauri a ni anḓani nae fhungoni ḽli, ndi 
mini ni songo ḓa nae wonouḽa musi? Ndi musi hovhu vhumbulu a songo 
vhuya a vhu ita. Na aya mafhungo o vha a sa ḓo vhuya a vha o tshinyala 
nga u rali.”

“Afho na rine ri khou ḓivhona mulandu, vhafuwi,” hu fhindula Vho-
Londolani, “ngoho mufhirifhiri hoyu wo vha u tshi ḓo vha wo fhela wonoyo 
musi. Tshithu tsho itaho uri ri si ḓe na havhaḽa Vhokhotsimunene ndi nge ra 
pfa ro no dinalea nga u kokodzela havho thungo mafhungoni haya, huno ra 
vho ṅala u ḓa navho ngeno, nge ra elekanya zwauri vhunga e mafhungo a 
re khagala, a ri vhuyi ra ḓidina nga u ḓa u a senga ngeno ha vhone, vhone 
arali vhe muthu u khakha ha mafhungo vha ḓo ḓi hu vhona.”

“Ndi vhusadzi he ha ni itisa nga u rali. Mafhungo ha tou ṅaliwa, a tou 
ambiwa. Hone ni elekanya uri nṋe ndo vha ndi tshi ḓo vhona hani u khakha 
kudzetshele kwa haṋu ndi sa ku ḓivhi?” (Maumela 1976:101–102).

“Is it you who have been brought here? What made you come here, people 
of Ragaḓa?”

“It is us. We are here because of a matter which is hurting us, your majesty,” 
Mukonḓeleli responds, while greeting the king (together with Londolani). 
They have already sat down.

“Those of the olden days have already mentioned that it cannot give birth 
in the herd. Now, the rest of you, including you, mukoma, leave this place 
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so that I can be alone with these visitors who have just arrived. Is it not 
right, Mamphiri?”

“Your Majesty! Light of the country! What you said is right, your majesty!” 
.All the people left and the three of them remained. Queen Mukonḓeleli 
explained the matters that gave rise to the visit while the King was listening 
attentively as if he knew nothing about the dispute.

“Your matter, people of Ragaḓa, is surprising me”, King Thavhakhulu says.”If 
this matter has been truly done wrongly, as you are explaining, it is not my 
fault, I did as I was told by your Khotsimunene Mantsha; he said, as a tribe 
you agreed that the one I installed should be your chief. That you disagree 
on this matter, he never mentioned to me; even now I know nothing. It is 
for the first time I am learning about this from you today.”

“You knew that you did not agree with him on this matter, why did you not 
come with him on the day he came to see me? He would not have committed 
this treachery. The matter would not have been spoiled like this.”

“Your Majesty! We can see that we are guilty regarding what you say,” 
Londolani responds, “truly this dispute should have been solved on that day. 
What made us not to come with Khotsimunene is because we were angry 
about his opposition in this matter, and we decided not to come with him. 
We thought the matter was obvious, it was not necessary for us to come 
here to discuss it with you, and that you as a person would be able to notice 
that the matter is not right.”

“It is womanhood which made you to act in the way you did. A matter is 
not supposed to be abandoned, but should be discussed. How do you think 
I would have noticed that the matter is not right without knowledge of how 
the marriage proceeds were conducted?”

In the passage above, Mukonḓeleli and Londolani pay King Thavhakhulu a visit. 
This is after the dispute over chieftainship in Ngwenda had been won by one 
of the deceased’s sons, Ndaedzo. Ndaedzo is not the rightful heir. The rightful 
heir is Mulindathavha. The two ladies want to see justice done. Khotsimunene 
Mantsha deceived the King about the choice of the heir. As eldest sister and 
eldest daughter of the deceased, Mukonḓeleli and Londolani respectively are 
the people whose final word should be taken. From the dialogue between the 
characters, you can see that the role of the King is to resolve disputes by installing 
the rightful person for the position of chief. The role of the king in the society 
is also depicted in isiZulu literary works Mageba Lazihlonza by B B Ndelu and 
Ukufa kukaShaka by E Zondi.

Identify literary works in an African language that depict chieftainship disputes 
and the role of the King in managing the situation.

2.3.4  The makhadzi

The chief’s sister, who can be referred to as the queen, called makhadzi in 
Tshivenda has an important role to play in managing the tribe. She is not directly 
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involved in running the tribe, but makes important decisions regarding the 
management of a tribe. She is responsible for the choice of a woman who bears 
the future chief and she is also responsible for resolving chieftainship disputes. 
African leadership is inherited, however, when it comes to who should be the 
heir, very few people in the royal village are knowledgeable. The brothers and 
sisters of the reigning chief, specifically the eldest sister, are the people who 
know who the heir should be. Usually, after the death of the chief, disputes 
arise among the elders regarding the successor. Different sections of the royal 
village will support one of the possible heirs. The chief’s eldest sister’s word on 
who should be the successor in this regard is final. She is considered to be the 
most neutral person in a dispute of this nature. In the event of the death of the 
reigning chief, she would be consulted by the tribal council on matters that are 
important in the management of the tribe. Marriage proceeds paid toward the 
future chief’s mother are considered in this regard. Indigenous African languages 
authors reflect on the conflicts based on chieftainship disputes in their literary 
works; and the role played by the chief’s sister in resolving them. In Tshivenda 
this type of conflict is reflected in Vhuhosi vhu tou bebelwa by TN Maumela. 
Read the following passage and consider what the main idea of the discussion 
is. What do you think has led to this discussion?

Mafhungo o vha o no di thoma. Vha vuwa vhe Vho-Khotsi-munene Vho-
Mantsha vha ri kha khaladzi, “ Vho-Makhadzi Vho-Mukonḓeleli, khosi 
yashu ya matshelo i ḓihwa nga vhone, zwino kha vha ri vhudze-ha uri ndi 
nnyi.” U ralo vha vha lavhelesa khofheni. Na avha vhaṅwe na vhone vha 
vha lavhelesa-vho. Vho-Mukonḓeleli vho dzula vho ḓi tou gwadama, vho 
ḓifukela gumbese ḽavho ngauri ho vha hu tshi khou rothola. U zwi pfa vha 
si mbo ḓi fhindula, vha thoma u kotamela fhasi vha tshi nga sa vha no khou 
humbula ngeno vha tshi khou nga u ḓimvumvusa nga u sokou pala fhasi nga 
kukwati. Zwo no ralo vha vhuya vha ḓa vha fhindula vha ri, “Nga pfanelo, 
khosi yashu ya matshelo o vha o fanela e hoyu Londolani o dzulaho fhano 
tsini na nṋe ngauri ndi eṋe tanzhe ḽa khaladzi anga, Vho-Ragaḓa. Mme 
awe vha dovha vha vha vhone vha dzekiso. Tshiga tshi dinaho, ndi uri 
fhano hashu vhukoma ha hone zwi a ila vhu tshi dzhenwa nga muthu wa 
shambo ḽa tshisadzi. Vhunga zwino zwo no ralo, khosi i fanela u bva kha 
nnḓu ya we a vhuya nga kholomo dza hoyu muṋe wa vhuhosi., Londolani; 
ngeno musanda washu wa Vho-Mubvumela hu nga vha hu hone hune zwi 
si ṱalukanywe zwauri kholomo dza Londolani dzo vhuisa nnyi muṱani, a 
nga vha e riṋe vhararu a hu na ane a sa zwi ḓivhe zwauri dzo vhuisa Vho-
Muofhe vhane zwino vha vha ngei Makokoleni. Zwino hu na kutukana hafha 
nḓuni hei kwa tanzhe ku no pfi Mulindathavha. Nga nṱhani ha zwenezwo, 
nṋe ndi ri khosi ndi ḓivha onoyu Mulindathavha ṅwana wa Vho-uofhe.” 
Vha ralo vha ḓifhumulela.

Vhokhotsimunene vho u lila u pfa avha vha tshi ralo, vha thoma u sokou 
sinyalala-sinyalala na u lavhelesa dubo vha tshi khou ḓimonamona na u 
ḓikweta ṱhoho.

“Mafhungo asiyo-ha vhone Vhokhotsimunene na vhone Vho-Londolani,” 
hu fhindula Vhamusanda Vho-Mubvumela. “Vhomakhadzi vha ri khosi vha 
ḓivha e Mulindathavha, vhoinwi vhavhili ni ri mini–vho?”
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“Na nṋe ndi amba ḽeneḽi ḽine ḽa ambiwa nga Vhomakhadzi, ”vha no ralo ndi 
Vho-Londolani, “ḽa uri khosi yanga nṋe ndi ḓivha e Mulindathavha.”Zwino 
avha vho no fhindula, ha sala Vhokhotsimunene. Huno vhone vhe vha tshi 
fhindula vha ri, “Vha ri khosi ndi nnyi, ndi Mulindathavha? A Muhali, naa 
hu nga dzhena hani uyu Mulindathavha, a re muṱuku, ngeno ri na mutuka 
muhulwane Ndaedzo. Mme awe na ene vho ḓi tou malwa-vho nga thundu 
ya hafhano muḓini. A vha nṋe a thi vhuyi nda zwi tenda hezwo zwauri hu 
dzhena Mulindathavha. Hu ḓi nga hezwo zwine zwa pfi hu fanela u dzhena 
Mulindathavha ngauri ndi ene we mme awe vha vhuya nga thundu ya Vho-
Londolani a si tshithu.”

Kufhindulele ukwu kwa Vhokhotsimunene kwa vho thoma u akhamadza 
muṅwe na muṅwe wa avha vhaṅwe. Arali vho vha vha tshi khou amba vhe 
muthu o dzelelaho, zwo vha zwi sa ḓo vhuya zwa akhamadza ngauri vho 
vha vha tshi ḓo vha tshi zwi ḓivha zwauri vha khou ambiswa nga halwa. 
Zwino hafhu tsha matsheloni vha sa athu u vhuya vhe katya na shotha ḽaho 
zwaḽo. Iṱeli vho vha vha tshi khou ḓivhani vhathu vha vhathu … Zwino avha 
vhaṅwe vha thoma u pfa kufhindulele ukwu ku tshi nga ku vha ḓisela ṱhoni, 
vha vho sokou kotamela fhasi. Thaṅwe muṅwe a tshi ḓi ri ndi ḓo pfa gede 
a tshi fhindula. I ngoho, a hu na na muthihi wavho we a vha o humbula 
zwauri muthu a no nga Vhokhotsimunene u ḓo fhindula nga u rala (Maumela 
1976:33–35). 

“They started discussing the matter”, says Khotsimunene, the deceased’s 
younger brother, “Queen Mukonḓeleli, you know who our future chief is, 
now tell us who he is!” He (Khotsimunene) looked at her. The other people 
also looked at her. Mukonḓeleli was in a kneeling position, and she was 
wearing her blanket because it was cold. She did not respond to the question 
immediately, she looked down as if she was thinking, keeping herself busy 
by scratching the ground with a piece of bark of a tree. After some time 
she responded and said, “In reality, our future chief was supposed to be this 
Londolani who is sitting next to me because she is the eldest child of my 
brother, Ragaḓa. Her mother was the great wife meant to bear the heir. The 
problem is that in our society it is considered a taboo for a woman to become 
a chief. In the prevailing situation, the chief will come from the woman whose 
marriage proceeds came from the rightful heir to chieftainship, Londolani; 
even if chief Mubvumela does not know for whom the marriage proceeds 
towards Londolani were used, as for the three of us, we know that it was 
used to pay for Muofhe, who is now at Makokoleni. In this house there is 
an eldest son known as Mulindathavha. Because of what I have said, I say 
the chief is Mulindathavha, son of Muofhe.” She said and kept quiet

On hearing this, Khotsimunene began to frown and looked sideways, 
scratching his head.

“Khotsimunene and Londolani, this is the matter,” says chief Mubvumela. 
“The makhadzi says the chief, she knows, is Mulindathavha.”When it was 
Khotsimunene’s turn to talk he said, “You say, who is the chief Mulindathavha? 
My chief, how can this Mulindathavha, who is still very young, be the chief, 
whereas there is a grownup young man, Ndaedzo. Marriage proceeds 
towards his mother were also from this royal village. I for one do not agree 
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that Mulindathavha should be the chief. Even the fact that Mulindathavha 
should be the chief because his mother was brought here with marriage 
proceeds paid towards Londolani does not mean anything.”

Khotsimunene’s response surprised everybody present at the meeting. If 
he was drunk, it would not surprise them because they would know that 
he was under the influence of liquor, but from that morning, he had not 
touched the beer. People did not have an idea of what was happening. The 
other people felt ashamed of what Khotsimunene said, and they stooped. 
They all expected that one would respond. No one thought that a person 
like Khotsimunene would respond the way he did.

Chief Ragaḓa has died, and it is time to install a successor. Four people are 
gathered in the meeting: chief Mubvumela and family members, Mukonḓeleli 
(the deceased chief’s eldest sister), Londolani (the deceased chief’s eldest 
daughter) and Mantsha (the deceased chief’s younger brother) who is referred 
to as Khotsimunene in the passage. After stating the purpose of the meeting, 
chief Mubvumela handed over the matter to Mukonḓeleli. One would expect 
the matter to be handed over to Khotsimunene as would be expected in a male-
dominated society. The three people, Mukonḓeleli, Londolani and Khotsimunene 
are important when it comes to decision-making in the royal village. However, 
Mukonḓeleli, as the queen of the royal house, has the final word in this regard. 
After explaining the background information about the appointment of the heir 
in the tribe, Mukonḓeleli identifies the successor to the late chief. However, 
this is contested by Khotsimunene. The contestation gives rise to a conflict 
which is later resolved by the king through the guidance of Mukonḓeleli as a 
makhadzi. According to African culture, after the death of a chief, it is usually 
acceptable for the tribal council to be divided as to who should be the successor. 
In Tshivenḓa there is a proverb which states that, “Vhuhosi vhu naka u vhangwa; 
vhu sa vhangwi vhu ṱula mutshinyalo (A chieftainship becomes well established 
by having been fought for; if not fought over it augurs disaster.) This proverb 
means that the chief’s tenure will not be secure if his leadership has not been 
tested. The queen comes in as a person who should resolve the problem. The 
queen will identify the successor even if he will not be accepted by all tribal 
council members. The queen is the one who is consulted by the king in order 
to identify the rightful person. She achieves this by explaining the procedure 
followed towards paying the marriage proceeds of the mother of an heir. This 
is the only explanation which is accepted by the king.

Who has the final decision on the installation of a chief in your culture? How 
is the successor determined? Can you provide titles of literary works in your 
language which depict chieftainship disputes? How are they solved?

2.3.5 The medicine man

A medicine man plays an important role in the life of a chief. Among his duties, 
he is responsible for protecting the royal village and assisting the chief regarding 
the management of the tribe. He can be called in at the time of sowing and 
reaping to administer his rituals. He can be called in during the installation of a 
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chief. He is responsible for the administration of rituals in the royal village. The 
following passage sheds light on the role of the medicine man in a royal village:

“Zwino-ha vhone Vho-Ṱoḓani, ḽiṅwe fhungo ḽe nṋe nda ḓela ḽone, ndi ḽa uri 
nṋe na vhone zwino ri langane nga ha hoyu ṅwana Ndaedzo, ngauri zwino 
a tshi khou ṱoḓa u dzhena tshiimoni tshingafhangafha, a zwi itwi zwauri a 
dzhene a songo thoṅwa a farwa-farwa nga muthu ane a tou vha ṅanga ya 
vhukuma – a lu khwaṱhi fhedzi lunundu, lu khwaṱha lu na thanda nga ngomu 
zwila. Nga vhukuma u fanela uri a tou shuṅwa nga muthu ane a kona u ita 
na zwa dziphamba dza ndindamuvhili. Uri a pfi pfalwo a si u itela tshiṅwe 
tshithu, ndi u itela u mu tsireledza vhaloi na milomo ya vhathu, ngauri na 
yone a i na zwiṱuku, zwiḽa. Ngauri nga nṱhani ha yone vhaloi vha shango 
vha a dzhenelela vha vhulaha hoyu ṅwana, uri hu ḓo pfi o vhulawa nga 
vhano vhashu vhane vha khou mu vhangisa vhuhosi.”

“Khezwi vho tou bula zwe nṋe nda vha ndi tshi khou humbula-vho zwone. 
Ṅwana hoyu ngoho u fanela u imiwa-imiwa nae vhukuma, Vhokhotsimunene. 
Hone iṱeli zwa ralo, ṅwana wanga hu ḓo vha hu si hone ndo mu kovhela 
vhaloi vha uno muḓi na vha shango ḽino ḽa Ngwenda na.

“Kha mafhungo haya, Vhokhotsimunene, na vhone vha khou zwi vhona, nṋe 
ndi muthu wa musadzi. Ndi nga ṱoḓa’fhi–vho ṅanga yavhuḓi yo raloho ndo 
no rano-vho? Vhone kha vha vhe vhone vhane vha ḓo ṱoḓa muthu ane vha 
vhona uri ngoho a nga kona u shuma mushumo hoyu wo raliho.” (Maumela 
1976:59–60).

“Now, Ṱoḓani, another matter which made me come here is that you and I 
must discuss and decide about the child, Ndaedzo; because when he is about 
to occupy this important position, it is not good for him to do so before he is 
treated by a proper medicine man – a pigtail does not stand erect on its own, 
it does so because there is a little stick inside. Really, he must be treated by 
a person who administers medicines that protect the body. Doing this will 
be protecting him against witches and those who talk about others; because 
they are also harmful. Witches will get in through them and kill this child. 
It will be said that he was killed by our people; those who are fighting him 
over the chieftainship position.”

“You mentioned what I have been thinking about. Truly, this child must be 
protected, Khotsimunene. If it is going to be like this, then I would have 
exposed my child to the witches of the homestead and the Ngwenda area.

“In this matter, Khotsimunene, you can also see that I am a woman. Where 
can I find such a good medicine man? You should be the one who must look 
for a person you think will be able to do a job of this nature.”

Who needs protection in the above passage? Why is it important that he or she 
should be protected? Can you mention the two characters who are concerned 
about his or her safety?

The passage above is a dialogue between two characters, Ndaedzo’s mother and 
Khotsimunene, Matsha. The dialogue emanates from the new developments 
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in the Ngwenda tribe. After the death of chief Ragada, a chieftainship dispute 
arose in the tribe. Both Ndaedzo and Mulindathavha claim to be the rightful 
heir to the throne. Through bribes to the King, Ndaedzo is accepted as the chief 
of the Ngwenda people. Before Ndaedzo is installed as the chief of the people, 
Mantsha and Ndaedzo’s mother plan to take him to a medicine man to protect 
him against the witches and his rivals. According to African culture, a chief 
should be protected by a medicine man to consolidate his chieftainship. The 
action is supported by a Tshivenḓa proverb which states that: A pigtail does not 
stand erect on its own, it does so because there is a little stick inside; means that 
behind a leader’s success there are some hidden influential factors. Through the 
practice of magic charms, a chief or King will gain respect and will be feared 
by his subjects. As a result it will be difficult for witches to bewitch him or his 
rivals to fight him over his rightful position.

Can you identify a literary text in an African language that reflects the role of 
medicine man in the management of a tribe? Hereunder follows questions you 
can expect in the assignments and examination.

(a)  With suitable examples from a literary work in an African language, discuss 
the role of an aunt in the management of a village or a tribe.

(b)  What are the duties of a chief? Analyse the duties of a chief as depicted 
in an African language literary work of your choice.

(c)  According to African culture, a medicine man is seen as an important per-
son in the life of a chief or King. With suitable examples from an African 
language literary work, discuss the role of medicine man in the manage-
ment of a tribe.

(d)  Compare the role of the King and that of the Queen (makhadzi in Tshivenḓa) 
in the management of a tribe. Who has more power between the two? Il-
lustrate your arguments with suitable examples from an African literary 
work of your choice.

2.4  Conclusion

In this unit you have learnt about themes portrayed in African languages literature 
and texts. By now you should have realised that some of the issues written about 
in indigenous African languages literature reflect management practices in African 
societies. In dealing with these issues, writers highlight problems encountered 
in social structures – the family, the village and the tribe, and come up with 
solutions. With the knowledge of African culture on leadership hierarchies and 
heritage acquired in this unit you should have more insight into how problems in 
the African societies are approached. Literature acts as a means to sustain certain 
elements of culture as well as terminology and language because communication 
in literature is achieved through a specific use of language. Literature ‘stores’ 
concepts and practices of a language so that readers will have a reference point 
in the future. In the next unit you will learn more about land ownership and the 
use of land, space and resource as depicted in the indigenous African languages 
literature and texts.
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Study unit 3
Language and the Management 

of Land and Space

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous study units we dealt with aspects of African languages in the 
light of globalisation and leadership hierarchies and heritage as reflected in 
African languages literature. In this study unit we will explore language and 
the management of land and space. The focus will be on land as the discourse 
we interrogate and excavate.

First we need to understand the African philosophy pertaining to land and space. 
It encompasses the following notions:

 ● The love for land equals protection of and dying for land

 ● Land is a commodity that cannot be purchased

 ● Land is a symbol of wealth

 ● Land is a symbol of power

 ● Land is a commodity belonging to ancestors

 ● Land is “a thing of beauty”

 ● Land is a commodity that is collectively owned

 ● Land is a commodity that defines both the freedom and bondage of people

 ● Land is a symbol of motherhood

In the context of this unit, language is seen as forms of human expression in 
African languages in all forms of literature and texts.

Space, within this context, and as defined by Webster’s dictionary (1986: Vol III, 
2180) is understood to mean, a limited extension in one, two or three dimensions, 
or an area having broad open expanses, or topological area/space. The Shorter 
Oxford English Dictionary (1978: Vol II, 2059) defines space as denoting an 
area or extension, linear distance or interval between two or more points, extent 
or area sufficient for some purpose.
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In the context of this study unit land is seen as, (in accordance with Webster’s 
dictionary (1986: Vol II, 1268)): a portion (as a country, estate, farm or tract) of 
the earth’s solid surface, considered by itself or as belonging to an individual 
or a people.

The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (1973: Vol I, 1172) further defines it as:

‘A part of the earth’s surface marked off by natural or political boundaries, or 
ground or territory as public or private property’.

The two concepts, “land “and “space”, have overlapping meaning, commonly 
denoting an area. This area can be given the name of human habitat – the 
locality in which human beings, animals or plants naturally live or grow. This 
human habitat with all its complex climatic, edaphic and biotic factors acts on 
individuals, groups of people, communities and societies and inform, influence 
and direct their daily socio-politico-economic activities. Space, environment 
and land have a bearing on daily human activities such as agriculture, economy, 
governance and the overall wellbeing of the people, state and country.

Africa and the West have significantly different and, at times, contradictory 
views on the management of land and space. This contradiction is more often 
than not expressed in terms of landownership. These divergent views, that is, 
these differences between African and Western people about property ownership 
are at the crux of a critical debate in government and business circles, between 
individuals, government and the private sector; and among communities to the 
extent that national or international mediation will have to be called on to resolve 
these problems. The matter of property ownership, especially landownership, has 
been an emotional subject among Africans and a bone of contention between black 
and white in their rivalry on the African continent causing misunderstanding.

In order to give a balanced viewpoint and broader perspective in this study unit, 
and in support of Foucault’s approach to language as discourse, we will attempt 
to ask and answer questions such as what was said and what is said, and what 
the future implications are of what is/was said. These questions as well as the 
answers will be provided by the language of poets, folklorists and novelists 
across a whole spectrum of cultures and different societies of multilingual 
Southern Africa.

A socio-historical approach to language is central to unlocking the content and 
meaning of this study unit, and Foucault concurs with this approach to language 
study with the following assertion:

Language must cease to be the province of formal linguistics alone … but 
as a social and political entity, the means by which we know of the world 
can be created, rather than simply represented.

Brink (1999:42) accedes to the role of the novel as a conservator of memory and 
a means through which history can be converted into a story, that is, become 
fictional, in the following words:
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… In order to grapple with the world, we transform it into stories … we can 
only manage the world once it has been storified.

In grappling with the world and reality, we shall listen to the storified history 
of our people – Southern Africans – as it unfolds in the following three novels 
by Southern African novelists on space, environment and land.

 ● MHUDI (1975), by Sol T Plaatje, about the 1913 Land Act, and its conse-
quences for African people then, and the implication for both blacks and 
whites now, in the new South Africa.

 ● NEHANDA (1993), by Yvonne Vera, a novel based on the struggle for land 
between the native and British colonisers in the colonial Rhodesia.

 ● THE CALL OF THE VELD (1927), by Leonard Flemming, a novel based 
on and inspired by the love for land or the “veld”, farm life and the fruits 
of labour from farming. The events are based on the period of the Union of 
South Africa around the 1920’s.

It is not only through the novel that our world can be storified, but also through 
poetry. Poets too have created and recreated the life that we have lived through 
the medium of language. Efran, Lukens and Lukens (1990:32) succintly sum 
up the role of language in giving meaning to our lives:

It is in languaging that meanings are created. Without language, life would 
have to be lived moment-by-moment, minus narrative, evaluation, comparison 
or contemplation. We would not know who we are, where we are going, or 
whether or not we have gotten there.

In this study unit we shall use African folklore, in the form of proverbs and praise 
poems, and modern poetry, both African and Western, to tell us who we are, 
where we come from and where we are going with respect to space and land.

Finally, a word of caution: Language and languaging is about human experiences, 
and above all, human emotions – emotions of being happy and aggrieved. The 
love for land, the ownership of land and the nostalgia attached to land will make 
the contents of this study unit appeal to and sometimes provoke deep-seated 
emotions of the human soul. It is for this reason that we sincerely hope you will 
bear with some of the emotions, especially that of anger, which will from time 
to time be used to illustrate real situations in the sad history in Southern Africa. 
Efran, Lukens and Lukens (1990), referring to Chilean biologist Maturana who 
affirms that “language hurts”, say the following:

Hitting people over the head with a bit of language can be as potent as 
hitting them over the head with a two-by-four. Furthermore, the strictures 
imposed by particular “languaging” modes can be as formidable as walls of 
steel. Words, just as surely as bullets fired from guns, change the structure 
of people and their lives. However, words would not have such power if 
they were not woven so completely into the fabric of our existence.
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I trust that the bullets that will be fired from this study unit will help to heal 
South Africa and its people from the social ills of the past; and pave the way for 
a better understanding and cooperation among the members of its multicultural 
society, so as to build a foundation based on good faith and trust, and in this 
way build a peaceful co-existence for future generations.

3.2  NOVELISTS – PLAATJE, VERA & FLEMMING

3.2.1 MHUDI – Sol T Plaatje

Couzens (1975:4) remarks, in the introduction to the novel, Mhudi, that:

Solomon Thekisho Plaatje was one of the most remarkable men Southern Africa 
has produced – as a politician he was among the founders of the South African 
Native National Congres…

On his death H I E Dlomo, the poet, remembers him vividly in the following 
words:

A great intelligent leader; a forceful public speaker, sharp witted, quick of 
thought, critical; a leading Bantu writer, versatile, rich and prolific; a man 
who by force of character and sharpness of intellect rose to the front rank 
of leadership notwithstanding the fact that he never entered a secondary 
school; a real artist, passionate, assiduous, alert, keenly sensitive – such were 
the qualities of the late Mr Sol T Plaatje whose death will be mourned in 
literary, social, political and religious circles throughout British South Africa.

On its cover page, this historical novel is summarised by the same T Couzens 
in the following words:

It is a romantic epic of tribal ferment and upheaval in the 1830’s. The main 
action concerns Mzilikazi’s Matebele extermination campaign against the 
Barolong … Plaatje’s Mhudi is a classic, it is also a cunningly prophetic 
book, dealing with a period of betrayal and dispossession which ironically 
mirrored the 1910’s in which it was written.

The formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910, and the subsequent 
promulgation of the 1913 Native Land Act was a watershed in the struggle for 
land between the dispossessed African majority and the white minority. The 
draconian nature of the Native Land Act did not escape the critical mind and 
writings of Sol T Plaatje, who in response to this new Act wrote one of South 
Africa’s great political books, Native life in South Africa. The correlation between 
Native life and Mhudi on the injustices of land distribution is highlighted by 
Couzens (1975:13) in the following way:

It is my contention that Mhudi is not only a defence of traditional custom 
as well as a corrective view on history, but it is also an implicit attack on 
the injustice of land distribution in South African in 1917. Native Life and 
Mhudi must have been written very close to one another in time: in fact, 
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between pages 105 and 111 of the former book the whole background story 
of Mhudi is contained. The novel, in other words, is a moral attack on the 
descendants of those who were welcomed to the land and helped by their 
hosts to drive off those who threatened it.

The dispossession of African land in the pretext of some sinister agreement 
between Africans and the whites in South Africa dates back to the period of 
the 1830’s of the Great Trek. Mhudi captures the malicious intent and act of 
ingratitude on the part of Potgieter, the leader of the Boers, and Chief Tauana 
of the Barolong in the following way (emphasis added):

Further he (Potgieter) gave them his word of honour that after killing off the 
Matebele and looting their property, they would make a just division of the 
spoils by keeping all the land for the Boers and handing over the captured 
cattle to the Barolong.

“What an absurd bargain,” exclaimed Chief Tauana of the Ra-Tshidi, “what 
could one do with a number of cattle if he possessed no land on which to feed 
them? Will his cattle run on the clouds, and their grass grow in the air? No, my 
lords; I would rather leave the Matebele where they are and remain a sojourner 
with my people in the land of the Selekas under my cousin, Moroka.”

“What would you have then?” asked Potgieter.

“I will go on one condition only,” replied Tauana. “If we succeed to dislodge 
Mzilikazi, I want the land of my fathers back. The Boers could keep all the land 
to the east, but I want the whole of the Molopo River and its tributaries. I have 
asked the Griqua king to send an army to help us in the expedition and he was 
generous enough to agree to come and help me in the recovery of my lands.”

“On Tauana’s terms,” said Chief Moroka, “I, too, am prepared to help with the 
further condition that, while you all share the lands at present occupied by the 
Matebele, I remain at Thaba Ncho and continue in possession of my present 
territories” (Mhudi, 1975:125).

From the above scenario one can extrapolate the following factors in an exposé 
of the history of whites in South Africa dispossessing Africans of land even 
prior to 1913:

 ● The white man’s ingratitude and injustice – not thankful with what he is 
given and his greed for more – “a just division of the spoils by keeping all 
the land for the Boers and handing over the captured cattle to the Barolong.”

 ● The white man’s dealings with Africans – always in bad faith – he advances 
his selfish interest to his gain, “What an absurd bargain” at the expense of 
his African partner.

 ● The white man’s greed for the primary property – land. He thinks the Africans 
will be satisfied with only cattle as reward for their help. “Will his cattle run 
on the clouds and their grass grow in the air ?”
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 ● The African, on the other hand, deals with the whites in good faith – “The 
Boers could keep all the land to the east”.

 ● What the African wants is his by hereditary claim – “I want the land of my 
fathers back.”

Mzilikazi, King of the Matebele, in his prophetic lamentations after his heavy 
losses in the battle of Vegkop, forewarns the Africans particularly the Batswana 
tribes about the ingratitude of the Boers whom they have helped in the battle, 
in the following words towards the end of the novel:

The Bechuana are fools to think that these unnatural Kiwas (white men) will 
return their so-called friendship with honest friendship. Together they are laughing 
at my misery. Let them rejoice; they need all the laughter they can have today 
for when their deliverers begin to dose them with the same bitter medicine they 
prepared for me; when the Kiwas rob them of their cattle, their children and their 
lands, they will weep their eyes out of their sockets and get left with only their 
empty throats to squeal in vain for mercy. They will despoil them of the very 
lands they have rendered unsafe for us; they will entice the Bechuana youths to 
war and the chase, only to use them as pack-oxen; yea, they will refuse to share 
with them the spoils of victory.

The above discourse foreshadowed what was to happen in 1913, with the 
proclamation of the Native Land Act. Couzens (1975:2) refers to this act of 
ingratitude on the part of the Boers, in the following words:

But the acme of the ingratitude of the sons of the Voortrekkers came painfully 
into prominence in 1913 when, under draconian pains and penalties, natives 
were debarred from even hiring land for which their fathers bled (Act 27 
of 1913).

 ● This, in short, is what the novel Mhudi is all about – events in the South Afri-
can history, it is a story of unrest and upheaval in the interior of South Africa, 
and we believe that in the unfolding of the story, aspects of how language 
portrays issues of space, environment and land are brought to the fore. This 
is done in the form of lessons about the African views vis-à-vis white views 
on matters of space, environment and land. Couzens (1975:6) refers to the 
fact that Plaatje contrasts two philosophies – a preference for traditional life 
(Africans) and the wish to usurp that (Europeans/Whites) – in this novel:

Throughout the novel he hints at the qualities of traditional life which seem to 
make it more attractive than the life of its usurpers. One of these qualities is 
hospitality. The leader of the Korannas, for instance, is depicted as someone 
who is not greedy or particularly possessive. He welcomes any man with the 
attitude that: “My home is his home, my lands are his lands, my cattle are his 
cattle, and my law is his shield.
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3.2.2  THE CALL OF THE VELD – Leonard Flemming

As we have already noted, this novel is about ‘farm life’ in South Africa, in the 
vicinity of the former Orange Free State during the period of the Union of South 
Africa. The love for farm life or “call of the veld,” as the title states, touches 
on the subject of this unit, namely space, environment and land. The call of the 
veld is the story of a white farmer, a British settler, who diligently dedicates his 
life to the farm and farming activities near one of the rural towns in the former 
Orange Free State. Both the character and the narrator mirror the author and his 
love for the land is best described in his own words in the preface:

There is a love in this world that is greater, I think, than any love that has ever 
passed between human beings – a love much bigger than has ever passed between 
man and woman. It is the love that a man has for a piece of earth, that he has 
had to fight for and that he has had to tame.

Leonard Flemming attributes human characteristics to a piece of land in referring 
to a temperament, the soul and its femininity – these, he argues, are important 
features that each and everyone who works with land and has a relationship with 
the land and soil ought to know. Patience and diligence are the keys to success 
in the relationship with land:

Showing me only the ugly side, I saw only the beauty she was trying to hide 
from me; and I knew that these moods of hers had to be faced and overcome, 
not bowed down to. Your land, just like a woman, thinks ever so much more of 
a man who puts up a fight and who will not give in.

Gradually my land began to yield to me, began to return me a little … That was 
many years ago.

Today my land gives me big joys in life; tens of thousands of trees, shade and 
rustling leaves; roses, and gardens; sun-flushed grasses; colours by night and 
colours by day; little lakes with the star-shine in them – and exquisite scents.

Regarding the productive aspect of rural or farm life, the author is critical of his 
fellow British townsmen who have little regard or total disregard for agriculture:

We who eat food in the towns are extremely given to forgetting that we depend 
for life itself on those who grow food in the country. Nothing irritates me more 
than the parrotery of the British townsman: Agriculture must not be protected. 
Coddling the country at the expense of the town appears to be a nightmare 
to the Briton, and one of these fine days he will die of the fact that it was his 
nightmare and not his dream.

The sentiment attached to a piece of land, the caring for land and the benefits/
rewards that one enjoys from a piece land are central to the theme of this novel. 
The call of the veld also aims at attracting potential settlers who love country 
life and farming, and the Cape Argus in Fleming (1927) in reviewing this novel 
rightly points out this objective in the following words:
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Olive Schreiner was the supreme writer of the veld, but Leonard Flemming 
does not come far behind in his description of the veld itself. It is a book for 
all who realise what good fortune is theirs in having such a country as South 
Africa in which to live.

3.2.3  NEHANDA – Yvonne Vera

Yvonne Vera’s Nehanda is a novel of explicit emotional attachment to land and 
it refers to land as property belonging to the ancestors that ought to be protected 
and not be defiled by any means. The main character is a woman by the name 
of NEHANDA, and under the influence of the ancestors, she is given spiritual 
powers to guide her people and lead them in a revolution against the invasion 
and takeover of their fatherland by white colonisers. The events of the novel 
unfold during the British colonisation of the former Rhodesia.

On the aspect of land and how the African relates to land or soil, she is probably 
the most explicit if not one of the best novelists in this regard. Her symbols with 
respect to land and the inherent African philosophies portraying the relationship 
with land span the human being’s entire life, from birth through all developmental 
stages to adulthood and finally death.

On the birth of the main character, Nehanda, Vera (1993:20--21) portrays these 
events in the following way to highlight her relationship with the ancestors, and 
to place her squarely as a product of the soil or land in which she must live.:

The departed had come to deliver a gift to the living, to shape the birth of 
voice, to grant safe passage of the unborn.

(Vera 1993:20)

She further declares the relationship of child to earth or land to be thus:

May you be the offspring of the earth.
May you find anchor on the earth.
(Vera 1993:20)

The relationship of the child to the earth into which she is born is further expressed 
in the following words (Vera 1993:20):

Bind the child to the mystery of the earth.
May the darkness of the sky bring her rest.
May the light of the sky bring her wisdom.
May the sun rise, and set, in her arms.
(Vera 1993:21)

About the land or ground as a resting place for the dead Vera (1993:66) says:

Our dead should not be left to rot on the ground – unburied
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Land is property that no human being can claim to be his/hers exclusively; he 
or she is born into it by his or her parents, who used to be products of the same 
course of events. It is for this reason that Africans accord their ancestors and/
or predecessors the status of being the owners of the land, and Vera (1993:43) 
succinctly relays this affirmation thus:

The land cannot be owned. We cannot give him any land because the land does 
not belong to the living. While we live, he is only a stranger here.

Further on, the same idea is expressed in these words (1993:80):

This is our land given to us by the ancestors … protect it with your blood.

Land is also portrayed as a commodity that must be protected, even fought for.

The struggle over the land is a struggle for survival and existence, and it is 
a struggle by which one measures manhood. It is a basic urge inherent in all 
nations and groups of people to fight for land, and to protect it. Nehanda (Vera 
1993:61–66) makes an appeal to the men to take up arms and drive the foreigners 
out of their land, at the expense of their own lives:

The land must be cleansed with your blood … There is no future till we 
have regained our land and our birth.

The reality of sacrificing one’s life in fighting for one’s country, and the dire 
consequences thereof become evident as the events in the novel unfold (Vera 
1993:109):

The blood of your sons and your daughters flow in rivulets across the land.

And, finally, defeated by the foreigners with their “ungodly guns”, Nehanda 
does not despair, but firmly expresses her hope on emancipation by the ancestors 
(Vera 1993:117):

My people will not rest in bondage – the living are listeners, the dead are 
powerful articulators.

3.3 POETS – DUBE, RADITLADI, YAKO, VISSER

Views on space and land will be highlighted in this section by referring to poets 
across a range of cultural and linguistic backgrounds.

The nostalgia inspired by love for the land and the urge to protect the “fatherland” 
are succinctly expressed in the poem by A C Dube, Afrika: My native land, in 
the following lines:

How beautiful are they hills and they dales
Thy trees adorn the landscape rough and steep;
the nostalgia of past glories
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Where great and glorious kingdoms rose and fell
Where blood was shed to save thee, thou dearest Land ever known
There is an acceptance of the reality of defeat:
But alas, their efforts were all in vain,
For today others claim thee as their own;
No longer can their offspring cherish thee,
No land to call their own, but outcasts in their own country.

But then there is the decision never to rest until the land has been reclaimed:

Despair of thee I never, never will,
Struggle I must for freedom – God’s greatest gift –Till every drop of blood 
within my veins
Shall dry upon my troubled bones, oh, thou Dearest Native Land.

This poem was published in John Dube’s newspaper, Ilanga lase Natal, on 31 
October 1913.

L D Raditladi, in his poem, “Afrika,” expresses the same sentiments as Dube, 
when he equates the physical attributes of the African continent with those of a 
beautiful young woman, not yet defiled, in the following lines:

AFRIKA

Lefatshe le ke mosetsana,
Moratwa a thaka tse dikgolo,
Ntswa fela a le mmala motshwana,
Mmala o o bosulabogolo.
Selefera ke meno a gagwe;
Gouta ke marinini a gagwe;
Taemane dinala tsa gagwe;Tsotlhe tse di mono Aferika.

(AFRICA – L D Raditladi

This land is a young maiden
Adored by world superpowers
Even though she is blackish in colour
The colour most disdained.
Silver is her teeth.
Gold is her gums.
Diamond her nails
All these are in Africa.)

Love for the land, specifically the attachment to the soil for utilitarian purposes, 
for agricultural output, is expressed by an Afrikaner, C F Visser, in the first 
stanza of the song “O, Boereplaas” (Hugo 1958:).

O, BOEREPLAAS

O, boereplaas, geboortegrond!
Jou het ek lief bo alles
Al dwaal ek heel die wêreld rond,
Waar so gelukkig, so gesond?
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O, boereplaas, geboortegrond!
Jou het ek lief bo alles.

The sentiments expressed in the above poems by an African and an Afrikaner 
are equal as far as their love for the land is concerned. There is, however, a 
sharp contrast when the African poets bring to the fore the element of sorrow, 
of tears shed for the land in its conquest by world super powers, because it is 
being raped for cash crops and disembowelled for mineral wealth.

The difference between African and Western views vis-à-vis ownership, in 
other words the view of land as a commodity that cannot be bought, and land 
for utilitarian purposes, is best summed up by Yvonne Vera in the following 
words (Vera 1993:42–43):

We allowed him to dig for gold, but the land is not his, the land cannot be 
owned. We cannot give him any land, because the land does not belong to 
the living.

The distinct difference between Africans and Europeans in their views on land 
can be put in the following points:

 ● For the African, land cannot be bought, it can only be used.

 ● For the European, ownership gives you the right to use land either for agri-
cultural purpose or for mining.

 ● The African view on the aspect of ownership is that, „the land does not belong 
to the living“, which clearly means that the land belongs to the ancestors – 
for they are the first and foremost dwellers on and inhabitants of the land.

Written title deeds vs oral title deeds:

“Our elders have taught us the power of words – words must be kept alive: 
They must always be spoken. The white man held the paper like a sacred 
thing. His hands shook, and we mistrusted him“ (Vera 1993:42–43).

The argument/logic/rationale behind African thinking on landownership can be 
explained in this way:

Scenario 1: When you arrive in this world as a new-born baby, you find the 
rivers, mountains and the soil, and home that you are born in. As you grow, you 
call it your home – not because you bought it, but because you and your parents 
and relatives have occupied the space and environment to the extent that you 
could regard it as yours, and your neighbours and the wider community have 
come to accept the state of affairs.

A comparable example to elucidate the concept of landownership in African 
thinking is the following:

Land, water and air are natural commodities – essential for the existence and 
survival of human life on this planet. If one person/group of people/ firm were 
to own air – in the form of oxygen – and sell it, that would be tantamount to 
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that person or persons having the status of being the owners or creators of air. 
According to African rationale, it is impossible.

L D Raditladi, in his poem on the Second World War, is critical of Hitler and 
the Germans‘ insatiable appetite for land and their greed to conquer nations. He 
relates the events of the war in the following two stanzas:

Go kile ga tsoga leruuruu maloba,
Leruuruu la marumo le dikanono,
Bana ba Yuropa ba ipetsa dihuba,
Kamano ya bone ya utlwala le kwano:
Ba re, lefatshe leno ope ga a na le sema
Banna ba Yuropa botlhe ba a le lema.
Majeremane ba tswa modutla wa kgetse,
Ba itshema maruarua ba kometsa batho,
Le Mapolare ba ba meletsa metse,
Le kwa Austria le gone ba phura batho,
Merafe ya etsa diphologolo sekgweng
Di utlwile lerumo la batsomi nageng.

(SECOND WORLD WAR – L D Raditladi

An upheaval once broke out
An upheaval of guns and cannons
Children of Europe stood steadfast
Their quarrel even reached us this far.
The Germans turned into a bottomless bag
They turned themselves into whales, and swallowed people
Even the Polish they devoured their cities
Even in Austria they crashed the people
Nations were like animals in the jungle
Hearing the rifle of the hunter in the veld)

The poet warns Hitler and the German people about the repercussions of the 
war, which will engulf the entire Europe:

They say this land no man has created
All we men of Europe plough it

The greed for land and the occupation of land at the expense of others is a 
worldwide phenomenon, and has bedevilled relations between world nations. 
This problem often assumes such proportions that states and governments are 
in a state of perpetual conflict. The consequences of the Second World War and 
its destabilising effect on European countries are still being felt these days, with 
events such as the fall or disintegration of the USSSR, the fall of the Berlin Wall 
and the uprisings in Eastern Europe, as in Bosnia.

Scenario 2: Rather write this as a bit of history that is PAST (we live with hope). 
Make sure you don’t add any of your own opinions.
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The current atmosphere of volatility – almost war – prevailing in Zimbabwe is 
primarily due to a conflict between the demand for land and the fatherland by the 
African masses, and the occupation of land by the white farmers. Both groups 
claim the right to occupy land, but the crux of the problem is the majority of the 
Africans, who are by birth children of the soil, have little or no land to farm on 
and earn a living while the white minority, who are foreigners and former British 
colonisers have many farms and land in abundance. This discrepancy between 
land occupied by black and white Zimbabweans has a long history and is a legacy 
from the times of the British conquest of Matebeleland and MaShonaland – the 
former Southern Nyasaland – through the Ian Smith era of the old Rhodesia, 
to the present government of Mugabe’s Zanu-PF. All the factors that have led 
to the unequal distribution of land, in favour of the white minority conquerors 
and to the disgruntlement of the African majority, must be attended to sooner 
or later. If nothing is done to avert the worsening of this explosive situation its 
consequences will not only be felt in Zimbabwe and its SADEC neighbours, 
but could also ignite a world-wide confrontation between Africa and the West 
– Britain and the USA have vested interests in the socio-economic affairs of 
Zimbabwe and could decide to confront the entire African continent.

Yvonne Vera (1993) in her novel paints the following scenario of the contempt 
of whites towards the African’s knowledge of land, and of their arrogance and 
superiority about matters concerning knowledge of the wider world. What follows 
is a conversation between two of her characters (Mr Smit, a humble Englishman 
and Mr Browning, a typically arrogant English missionary).

Scenario 3: “Smith, do you know the difference between us and the natives? 
The difference is that we know where we are and the native does not.” “Surely 
the Africans know the land …”, Mr Smith answers dispassionately.

“I mean the knowledge of the world that we have. We have drawn maps, and 
know how to locate ourselves on the globe. The native only knows where he is 
standing. I have been collecting maps since I was a boy. This is what we should 
teach at the new school: a knowledge of the earth.” He taps the table with his 
fingers.

“Maps. The native. Hmm …” Mr Smith looks amused, then continues, “What 
is the use of showing um … paper … to an African?”

“It is simply a consciousness of the world, and of one’s self and one’s place in 
it.” Mr Browning’s voice is filled with conviction.

“Map-reading? Hmm …” Smith is amused, and laughs.

Land as a symbol of wealth (farming, hunting).

Both Africans and Europeans place great value on land as a commodity which 
they can use to earn a living; either through farming or mining and industrial 
enterprise. For Africans farming has been the primary mode of extracting wealth 
– in the form of food – from the soil of the land that they occupy. Crop farming 
and animal husbandry were the two forms of agriculture in the agrarian societies 
of Sub-Saharan Africa up to the nineteenth century. The wealth of the African is 
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in the form of crops and cattle as illustrated in the lines of the following poems 
“Afrika” and “Lefatshe la Batswana”, both by L D Raditladi:

AFRICA

Aferika, fatshe la letsatsi
Le phatsimang ngwaga fela otlhe;
Aferika lefatshe la metse
A masetlhana nokeng tsotlhe.
Lefatshe leno ke la temo,
Lefatshe leno ke la kgomo,
Lefatshe leno ke la khumo;
Tse di bonwa mono Aferika.

(AFRICA – L D Raditladi

Africa land of the rising sun
That shines almost throughout the year
Africa the land of waters
Whitish waters in all rivers
This land is for ploughing
This land is for cattle
This land is for riches
All these are found in Africa)

FATSHE LA BATSWANA

Fatshe la Batswana, fatshe la bagale.
Fatshe la dikgomo, fatshe la mabele;
Fatshe la mašwi a elelang jaaka metse,
Mašwi a dikgomo di gangwang di robetse.

(LAND OF THE BATSWANA – L D Raditladi

Land of the Batswana, land of warriors
Land of cattle, land of corn.
Land of milk that flows like water
Milk of cows that are milked while resting)

Yvonne Vera (1993:74) affirms this yardstick by which Africans accord fellow 
individuals their status within the community:

The wealth of a man is measured by his cattle, and by the size of his clan.

The same yardstick applies to a Motswana’s cultural life as illustrated in the 
following phrase: Monna yo o se nang kgomo, mosimane – a man without cattle 
is like a small boy; and one may add, fit only to go and play, with no role in the 
affairs of grown men and the community.

Cattle ownership in Africa and among the southern Bantu-speaking communities 
is at the centre of the socio-politico-economic life. From birth to death, all 
forms of rituals and functions centre around cattle. A Motswana rightly calls 
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cattle “Modimo o nko e metsi”, and “Modimowagae (“the wet-nose god” and 
the “god of the homestead”).

Another way through which Africans enjoyed the wealth of the land was by 
hunting. Hunting expeditions were usually sanctioned by the chief or leadership. 
These expeditions were controlled and only served the purpose of providing food 
in the form of game during times of scarcity. For example, hunting expeditions 
were undertaken in winter and that actually means once a year. The concept 
of nature conservation and the protection of animal species have long been 
practised among the Africans, and the practice is highlighted in the poem of 
Kgosi Montshiwa by M O M Seboni et al (1998:57).

KGOSI MONTSHIWA (LA BONE)

Mogatsa Majang, tau ga di kalo!
Tau ga di kalo, morwa Mhenyana;
Ga di ke di bolawa leroborobo,
Di ba di etsa diphologolo tsa gopo,
Di ba di ediwa dipitse tsa gopo,
Lekau la Gontse a Tawana!
Tau di bolawa di le thataro,
Le fa di le pedi di a bo di ntse.

(CHIEF MONTSHIWA – Fourth poem)

Husband of Majang, lions are not that many,
Lions are not that many son of Mhenyana
They are not to be killed in multitude
As if they are animals of the hunting expedition
As if they are zebras of the hunting expedition
The gentle son of Gontse of Tawana
Lions, six are killed
Even two is sufficient killing.

In this poem, the chief and his hunting expedition are advised not to kill animals 
– particularly lions – in great numbers, for they are few. The killing of animals 
by digging trenches is a sign of cruelty to animals, and an abuse of power by 
human beings. This cruel act symbolises the destruction of natural resources 
and could lead to the extinction of certain animal species.

From the above examples of land as a symbol of wealth, one discerns a harmonious 
relationship between man and soil and between man and wildlife. These three 
modes of the African enterprise namely crop-farming, animal husbandry and 
hunting, posed no serious threat in the sense of unbalancing or disrupting the 
ecosystem.

In contrast to this harmonious relationship and earth-friendly African practices 
inclined to conserving nature, the European’s intensive and extensive agricultural 
systems impoverished and polluted the soil, polluted the natural waters and 
the atmospheric air through fertilisers, insecticides and industrial smoke. The 
discovery of diamonds and gold in South Africa in the nineteenth century and the 
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subsequent industrialisation brought untold suffering to human beings, the soil 
and the entire ecosystem. The process through which aspects of the environment 
which enable it to support life is destroyed, is called ecocide.

Such earth-unfriendly European agricultural practices and especially industries 
are described by D P Kunene (1999) in his acceptance lecture as, “the rape of 
land for cash crops.” How abominable this act is, is succinctly expressed in 
St J Page Yako’s poem “Amapayini” in the following stanzas which Kunene 
(1999:2–3) quotes:

AMAPAYINI

Lasenza kambe iPayini,
Batsho nabasema Kwayini;
Ngokugugulwa komhlab’ uvel’ intlonze,
Uqanqw’ ukhutshw’ amathumbu ubeze.
Fudula kungamahlathi,
Kukho iingwe neenyathi;
Iyintsholo yezinambuzane neentaka,
Amahlath’ ehombise iintili neentaba.
Lonakala ilizwe mhlana ngePayini,
Akusavunwa kudla ngaphandle kwePayini;
Isidl’ esingenalugcado naqhashu,
Inxifilili yamanz’ angeshushu.
Noxa aneswekil’ akalung’ esidudwini,
Asikokudla kwasemdudweni.
Kudliwa ngezitshetshe kungeyonyama.
Ligazi lempahl’ elifanel’ umnt’ omnyama.
Inenzuzo kumniniyo,
Akalungel’ ongenamazinyo.
Ononkenyana batyabuka iintsini,
Umntu abe yinto yentsini.
Ilizqwe libukuqekile,
Amahlath’ atshabile;
Asinankuni zamlilo,
Ilizwe likhutshw’ isimilo.
Athand’ umhlab’ obomvu,
Ayahlaba njengobugqwang’ obubomvu.
Alinywa ngongxowandulu,
Bangabant’ abakhulu.

(PINEAPPLES

The pine has caused us nothing but trouble.
Even the people of the Makwayini say so.
The topsoil raked, subsoil laid bare, ripped
Open, bowels plucked out, the land naked.
A long time ago it was all forest,
With leopards and buffalo,
The buzz of insects and singing birds,
Plains and hills crowned with woods.
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But ever since the pineapple came, the land has suffered.
No food is ever planted but pineapples.
It is a meal with no bread or sweet corn,
A soggy mass of water which isn’t even warm.
Though it’s sugary, it’s no good in porridge.
Neither is it food for a wedding dance.
It is eaten with a knife, though it’s not meat.
The blood of cattle is the food for black men.
The country is turned upside-down.
The forests disappear.
We haven’t even any firewood.
The land is stripped of the natural order.)

It is not only the soil and the habitat which suffer, but human beings as well. 
The discovery of gold and diamonds in South Africa not only led to the invasion 
and theft of the natives’ land by the digging companies and their governments, 
but also caused irreparable damage to family and community life in African 
societies. African men, also from across the borders of South Africa, flocked 
to these mining centres as migrant workers, leaving behind their families and 
communities.

The unfortunate circumstances of these migrant workers with respect to their long 
distance from home, the long period of their labour contract and the promiscuous 
life that flourished in the mushrooming slum areas around the digging centres, 
inevitably led to the destruction of the otherwise orderly and solid African 
family and community life. In the following poem (Schapera 1965), the poet 
expresses his yearning for an orderly life, and urges the chief, Molefi Kgafela 
of the Bakgatla tribe, to seek his people who have strayed to the urban centres:

MOLEFI KGAFELA

Batla matimela, ngwana aMakuka;
matimela abatho oagorose,
oetse dikgomo otswa godibatla.
Obafophole kaditelekaraga
Babangwe bautlwala kakwadikapa;
okwalle komisinara yaKapa,
ore, Rebatliseng, rebatla batho.
Babangwe babalelwa kakwaNatale,
bana leDikobe ngwana gaNthite
Bontsi babona bamoJohane
Kafa Tlhabane goatile basadi;
basadi lebona obaphuthe batle

(MOLEFI KGAFELA – On his installation

Seek the strays, child of the Makuka,
bring home the human strays;
do as with the cattle you’ve just sought.
Search for them by telegraph
Some are heard of in the Cape;
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write to the Commissioner of Cape Town
and say, “Help us seek, we seek people”.
Others are said to be in Natal,
they’re with Dikobe, Nthite’s son.
Most of them are in Johannesburg.
At Rustenburg women are increasing;
collect the women also, let them come)

The demise of African family life is highlighted a little further on in the same 
poem, when the poet refers to the women who labour as servants. He also refers 
to divorce and the suffering of children:

MOLEFI KGAFELA

Bangwe basadi batlogetse banna,
batlogetse banna bababatlile;
gosale gotwe baile dirakeng,
baile, letsona gabadigorose;
baromele Matshetshele akgosing,
baitse dikunyane tsaditoropo.
Banna bapaletse kwaMakgoeng,
batlogetse basadi bababatlile.
basadi lebana baketa batsofe,
baletsaborraabo-mogolwane,
gabaapare, baiphotlhere fela.
Makau apaletse kwaMakgoeng,
gatwe banyala boseterepikopo,
banyala kajeno batsoge batlhala.

(MOLEFI KGAFELA – On his installation

Some women have left their husbands,
they’ve left the men who wooed them;
it’s said they went to acquire cupboards,
they went, but haven’t brought them back;
send the chiefs Machechele after them,
who know the corners of the towns.
Men remain stubbornly in white areas,
deserting the wives whom they wooed;
women and children worry the aged,
and make their grandfathers cry,
they do not dress, they are destitute.
Young men remain stubbornly in white areas;
it’s said they marry flashy girls,
they marry today and divorce tomorrow.)

In her novel Nehanda, Yvonne Vera (1993:66) writes about the bitter consequences 
of allowing the gold diggers into her country, and about the act of betrayal 
committed by her fellow countrymen who helped the diggers in their efforts to 
find gold:
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Who are these strangers … these gold hunters? Our men help them hunt for 
gold, and we thought they would leave. Now they hunt us out of our land. It 
is now clear that they have discovered that our land is the gold they sought…

From the above example it is evident that one act of greed triggers a number 
of related and subsequent actions; it is now evident that the “gold hunters” 
became the “man hunters”, and the “man hunters” became the “land hunters”. 
The inextricable relationship between gold (minerals), man (human beings) 
and land (environment & space) is explicitly laid bare. This trend where gold 
diggers/mineral hunters either hunt and kill; or forcibly displace the natives/
aborigines and finally occupy their land, is a world-wide phenomenon which 
occurred in previously colonised countries in Africa, Australasia, North and 
South America. The process has left trails of death, from the extermination of 
aborigines in some areas to the extinction of animal and plant species in others 
(especially in the virgin forests of the world, eg Brazil and Congo). Finally, 
this has led to the warming of the sea’s surface and the destruction of the outer 
layer of the atmosphere which protects the earth from the otherwise harmful 
ultra-violet rays of the sun.

3.4  CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated through languaging that aspects of human life such as 
space and land are contentious.

However contentious, controversial and emotional the issues might be the history 
of land dispossession and the struggle over land in Southern Africa between 
Africans and Europeans has now been laid bare, to a great extent.

African philosophies that underpin views on landownership and these historical 
and political dispossessions have been contrasted with European philosophies 
and policies.

Finally it is against this background, provided by languaging in its multifaceted 
socio-econo-politico-cultural context, that we sincerely believe the material 
content of this unit will begin to unlock sites of misunderstanding, and in doing 
so, shed light on and provide solutions to the land problem in South Africa 
in particular, and in Africa and the World in general. To this end, we hope to 
provide solutions to:

 ● the problem of the landless and homeless African majority

 ● the problem of the inequitable distribution of land in South Africa between 
the African majority (who occupy 20% of land) and the white minority (who 
occupy + 80% of land)

Solutions to the above problems must emanate from and be sought in two factors 
which directly or indirectly caused the problem of landlessness, namely:

(i) The African philosophy on space, environment and land, vis-à-vis the Euro-
pean philosophy. Let us consider the following state of affairs:
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 ● To what extent did the African philosophy of inclusive property owner-
ship (“My home is his home, my lands are his lands”), in contrast with 
the European idea of individual or exclusive property ownership, cause 
Africans to be deprived of their property?

 ● What interpretation did the Europeans attach to the African philosophy 
on property or landownership in South Africa, then?

 ● How should the principles of property ownership or entitlement be rec-
onciled between the two diverse modes of holding title deeds, namely 
the African oral title deed to land vis-à-vis the European written title 
deed to land?

 ● To what extent did the African philosophy of “the land cannot be owned 
… because the land does not belong to the living” deprive Africans of 
vast tracts of their ancestral land in the light of the European philosophy 
of ownership depending on deed of sale and individual title deeds?

(ii)   To bring about genuine reconciliation with respect to the land problem in 
South Africa today, and to avert a situation similar to the one in Zimbabwe, 
the following steps need to be taken:

 ● The government must redress the imbalances in land occupation between 
the African majority and the white minority as a matter of urgency.

 ● The process of restitution which is currently progressing at a snail’s 
pace must be accelerated with the clear intention of compensating those 
persons or communities who were dispossessed, as provided for in the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act No 2 of 1994, and the 
Restitution of Land Rights Act (Jaichand 1997:6).

 ● Reconciliation should be inextricably bound with restitution, and inversely, 
restitution should be made a conditio sin quo non of reconciliation. Paul 
Ricour in Kearney (1995:37) concurs with the proceeding condition for 
forgiveness, with the following example from the aftermath of the Second 
World War and in illustrating what Germany owed Europe and the rest 
of the World:

We would like to focus on the role of memory in this context. On the one hand, 
memory is a burden; if we keep on repeating the story of wars won or lost, we 
keep on reinforcing the old hostilities. Take the different states of Europe. In fact, 
we cannot find a pair that was not at war at one time or another – the French and 
the British, the Poles and Germans and so forth. So, there is memory which is 
a prison, which is regressive. But, on the other hand, we cannot do without the 
cultivation of the memory of our cultural achievements and of our sufferings. 
This brings me to the second element. We need a memory of the second order 
which is based on forgiving. And we cannot forgive if we have forgotten. So, 
in fact we have to recall our memories, to exchange them with one another to 
the point that, for example, the crimes of the Germans become part of our own 
memory. Sharing the memory of cruelty of my neighbour is part of the political 
dimension of forgiving. We have some examples. I think it was very important 
for Europe when the German chancellor went to Warsaw, knelt down and asked 
for forgiveness because while we have to get rid of the memory of wars, victory, 
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and so forth, we must keep the memory of the scars. Then we can proceed to 
exchanging memories, to mutual forgiveness.

(iii)  Following on Paul Ricour’s example, and applying it in the context of the 
history of land dispossessions in South Africa, successful restitution and 
genuine reconciliation can only be achieved under the following conditions:

 ● The white population, both Afrikaners and English, must acknowledge 
and accept that they are guilty of gross human rights violations in dispos-
sessing the African masses of land.

 ● To this end, both the Afrikaner and the English must commit themselves 
to the process of restitution, and must assist the government through their 
willingness to cooperate with structures such as a Commission on Restitu-
tion of Land Rights, under the Chief Land Claims Commissioner, a Deputy 
Land Claims Commissioner, and regional land claims commissioners, as 
determined by the Minister of Land Affairs (Jaichand 1997:69).

On the other hand, the African majorities who have had their land dispossessed 
through forced removals, should be patient, exercise restraint, and avoid illegal 
land grabbing and squatting similar to what Zimbabwe’s self-styled war veterans 
have done, because it could only heighten tension and conflict, and consequently 
delay this intricate and daunting task of bringing an amicable and mutually 
accepted settlement to the land problem.
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